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ABSTRACT

Spartina alterniflora, the dominant vegetation in many salt marshes, has the potential to
remobilize metals (Cd, Cr, Cu, Ni, Pb, Zn) from sediment to the local salt marsh environment.
My research determined the influence of sediment metal concentration, sediment type and salinity on the uptake, distribution and accumulation of metals by S. alterniflora tissues and excreted
salts. Spartina alterniflora was cultivated at a constant salinity in natural and dredge sediments
with three levels of metal additions (control, low, and high). The distribution and concentration
of metals in S. alterniflora was influenced by both metal treatments and sediment type; however,
the metals varied in their uptake and distribution. The proportional distribution of metals among
tissues was influenced only by the level of metal contamination. Metal concentrations in different
tissues increased with increased levels of metal contamination, but sediment type also influenced
tissue concentrations. In contrast, the concentration of metals in excreted salts did not increase
in response to sediment contamination, and some metals in excreted salts decreased significantly
as metal contamination increased. In a concurrent experiment, S. alterniflora was cultivated in
dredge sediment with a low level of metal addition at three salinities (0 psu, 15 psu, 30 psu). The
distribution of Pb and Zn in tissues and excreted salts was influenced by salinity. Further analysis
of the results from these experiments showed that the concentration factor (CF) and translocation
factor (TF) for tissues and excreted salts varied among metals, and were significantly influenced by metal contamination. To a lesser degree, sediment type, the interaction between metal
treatment and sediment type, and salinity also influenced the CFs and TFs. Additionally, the
concentrations of metals in excreted salts were determined in two coastal marshes of Louisiana.
The concentration of metals was much lower than the only other previously published values from

ix

New Jersey, and the cause for this discrepancy is unclear. The physiological and geochemical
bases for these uptake patterns are not well understood. However, my observations illustrate the
complexity of metal uptake by S. alterniflora and have potentially significant implications for the
trophic transfer of metals within salt marsh food webs.



CHAPTER 1 — INTRODUCTION

Salt marshes are globally important ecosystems. In temperate and some sub-tropical climates, they are the dominant community of intertidal, low-energy environments (Mendelssohn
and McKee 2000). High levels of primary production in marshes are important locally, and also
serve as a source of organic material to adjacent estuarine and coastal waters to which much of
the primary production is exported either directly, as particulate or dissolved substances, or as
faunal biomass (Turner 1993, Moran and Hodson 1994, Dawes 1998, Deegan et al. 2000, Mendelssohn and McKee 2000). Salt marshes are important nurseries and habitats for a variety of
commercially and recreationally important aquatic species (Dawes 1998, Zimmerman et al. 2000,
O’Connell et al. 2005). Coastal marshes serve as natural filters for rivers entering the shallow continental shelf environment when emergent plants promote sediment accumulation, which creates
new land and removes a variety of contaminants from the water column (Dawes 1998, Zheng et
al. 2004). Despite their vital role, salt marshes are sensitive systems that are vulnerable to many
anthropogenic factors (Dawes 1998).
The Gulf of Mexico coastal region contains 55% of the coastal marshes in the U.S. (Mendelssohn and McKee 2000, Mitsch and Gosselink 2000). Louisiana alone contains 41% of the
nation’s salt marshes, with Spartina alterniflora as the dominant macrophyte (Mendelssohn and
McKee, 2000). The salt marshes of Louisiana are nationally important waterfowl and fisheries habitats (Bass and Turner 1997, Zimmerman et al. 2000, Lindstedt 2005). Louisiana’s salt
marshes are of critical economic importance due to the infrastructure supporting the offshore
oil and gas industry that is located throughout the coastal zone (Laska et al. 2005). Louisiana is
currently experiencing rapid land loss which is changing the character of the coastal marshes and



threatening the industries and populations located in the coastal zone (Templet and Meyer-Arendt
1988, Bass and Turner 1997, Turner 1997, Day et al. 2000, Laska et al. 2005).
As a result of this land loss, marsh creation and restoration programs have been developed in Louisiana and these programs are often based on the use of dredged sediments (Ford et
al. 1999, Streever 2000, Edwards and Proffitt 2003, Mendelssohn and Kuhn 2003, Slocum et al.
2005). Dredge material is generally the correct soil texture for new plant growth and also stimulates the growth of existing salt marsh plants (Patrick et al. 1984, Leonard et al. 2002, Edward
and Mills 2005, Deng et al. 2008). A variety of approaches to salt marsh creation and restoration
are used in Louisiana and nationwide, including the addition of thin layers of dredge materials
(Ford et al. 1999, Leonard et al. 2002, Mendelssohn and Kuhn 2003, Slocum et al. 2005) and the
build up of subtidal sediments to intertidal levels either as extensive flats or as ‘terraces’ which
are interspersed with subtidal areas (Shafer and Streever 2000, Rozas and Minello 2001, Mullens
2006
In addition to obvious habitat modification, Louisiana salt marshes are the site of intense
antropogenic activities associated with the oil and gas industry and coastal fishing (Laska et al.
2005, Sneddon et al. 2007). Anthropogenic impacts on coastal marshes resulting from these activities include increased pollutant loads, of which metals are an important component (Gambrell
1994, Williams et al. 1994, Sanger et al. 1999, Weis and Weis 2004). Metals can be introduced to
the salt marsh environment through the natural weathering of local rocks; however this is unlikely
to be a significant source of metals in Louisiana marshes relative to anthropogenic sources.
Anthropogenic sources of metals include urban runoff, point source discharges by industry, landfills, sewage discharge, agricultural runoff, riverine inputs, boating activities, and the addition of
dredge spoil or contaminated fill (Carbonell-Barrachina et al. 1998, Kelley and Mendelssohn 1995,


Kong and Mendelssohn 1996, Novotny 1995, Sanger et al. 1999, Williams et al. 1994, Weis et al.
2005, Barrett and McBrien 2007).
Species of the genus Spartina (cordgrasses) are an important component of the vegetation community in salt marshes throughout the world (Adam 2002, Ayres et al. 2004, Brusati and
Grosholz 2006) and frequently colonize dredge sediments (Craft et al. 1999, Edwards and Proffitt
2003). Field and laboratory studies have shown that Spartina spp. grown in sediments contaminated with metals may exhibit elevated tissue concentrations of some metals such as, cadmium,
copper, lead, mercury, nickel, and zinc (Gleason et al. 1979, Giblin et al. 1980, Alberts et al. 1990,
Otte et al. 1991, Williams et al. 1994, Kong and Mendelssohn 1996, Burke et al. 2000, Caçador et
al. 2000, Windham et al. 2001a, Windham et al. 2001b, Weis and Weis 2004, Suntornvongsagul
et al. 2007). Concentrations of metals have been shown to vary among plant organs such as leaves,
stems, and roots (Alberts et al. 1990, Otte et al. 1991, Park and Presley 1997, Caçador et al. 2000,
Windham et al. 2001a, Weis et al. 2004, Suntornvongsagul et al. 2007). Seasonal studies over the
course of several months or one year have shown that Spartina spp. exhibit seasonal fluctuations
in the metal concentrations found in the various tissues (Gleason et al. 1979, Giblin et al. 1980,
Caçador et al. 2000, Windham et al. 2001b, Weis et al. 2003, Windham et al. 2003).
Current research has focused on interactions between different metals and how the uptake
and distribution of metals by Spartina spp. are affected (Suntornvongsagul et al. 2007). A rarely
studied component of metals associated with Spartina spp. are the metals present on the leaf surface with excreted salts. Kraus (Kraus et al. 1986, Kraus 1988) predicted that metals in excreted
salts of S. alterniflora could account for a large amount of contaminant metal (Cd, Cr, Cu, Hg, Ni,
Pb) mobilization in salt marshes. Burke et al. (2000) and Windham et al (2001b) determined the
concentration of multiple metals in the excreted salts of S. alterniflora in urban marshes.


When considering the potential for the remobilization of metals to salt marsh food webs,
previous studies have typically focused on direct consumption of S. alterniflora tissues (as
detritus)(Weis et al. 2002, Windham et al. 2003). Although these studies often show accumulation
of metals in S. alterniflora, the majority of the metals are associated with belowground biomass
(e.g. Banus et al. 1975, Alberts et al. 1990, Williams et al. 1994, Weis et al. 2002, Windham et
al. 2004). The potential for metals to be remobilized to the food web through excretion on the
leaf surface has rarely been addressed (Weis and Weis 2004). S. alterniflora is capable of excreting metals (Cd, Cr, Hg, Ni and Pb) on the leaf surface as salts at concentrations greater than that
found in tidally inundating seawater (Kraus et al., 1986; Kraus, 1988). Burke et al. (2000) and
Windham et al. (2001b) showed that in both the field and the laboratory, contaminant metals
(Cu, Cr, Hg, Pb and Zn) were moved through the plants and excreted onto the leaf surface as
salts rather than being retained exclusively within the plant tissues. This implies that the rinsing
of S. alterniflora leaves by researchers prior to metal analysis may have resulted in a substantial
underestimation of the availability of metals associated with S. alterniflora. Only rarely has this
possible route of metal loss been acknowledged when not explicitly studied (Caçador et al. 2000).
In order to protect the vulnerable salt marsh environment, it is necessary to understand
the ways that pollutants in the environment could affect the sustainability of existing marshes
or the success of restoration efforts at sites of decaying or vanished marshes. If pollutant metals
become available to invertebrate consumers, it is possible that their fitness could be compromised.
It is possible that organisms that feed on S. alterniflora, its associated epiphytes, or the resulting
detrital material, are exposed to elevated concentrations of metals when feeding on plants grown
in contaminated sediment. Fauna associated with the leaf tissue of S. alterniflora, such as
insects and the snail Littoraria irrorata (Dawes 1998, Silliman and Zieman 2001) might face a


particularly elevated risk (relative to other fauna) due to the presence of metals in the excreted
salts on the leaf surface.
My dissertation research involved assessing the effects of sediment type, metal contamination and salinity on metals in the smooth cordgrass, S. alterniflora Loisel. (var Vermillion). The
uptake and excretion of metals by S. alterniflora and the distribution of those metals between the
different tissues and the excreted salts was determined following a 60-day greenhouse experiment.
The metal concentration of the tissues and excreted salts was then further analysed to enable
interpretation of S. alterniflora’s physiological response to changes in the sediment type, metal
contamination and salinity. Finally, a two year field survey of the metals in excreted salts of S.
alterniflora growing in Louisiana salt marshes was conducted. Although the question of trophic
transfer of metals from excreted salts to invertebrate fauna was not addressed in this dissertation,
the combination of greenhouse and field study provides an important step in understanding the
potential for trophic transfer.
Chapter 2 examines the effects of sediment type and level of metal contamination on the
uptake, distribution, and excretion of metals by S. alterniflora in a greenhouse experiment. The
sediment types included in the experiment were naturally deposited sediment collected from the
edge of a marsh and un-vegetated dredge sediment which had been placed intertidally as part of a
marsh-creation project. Three levels of metal contamination were applied to each sediment type.
The control treatment received no additional metals and reflected the naturally occurring metal
levels in the sediments. The low and high treatments received 1x and 5x the metal concentrations
recorded in dredge sediment collected from Port Fourchon, LA respectively. Sediment type
was a significant influence on Ni and interacted with the metal contamination treatment to help



influence the concentrations of Pb and Zn. However, the majority of significant effects were
derived from the effect of the metal contamination treatment.
Chapter 3 assess the effect of salinity on the uptake, distribution, and excretion of metals
by S. alterniflora in a greenhouse experiment that was performed concurrently with the experiment described in Chapter 2. The sediment type used was dredge sediment with a low level of
metals added. The salinity of the overlying water was maintained at 0 psu, 15 psu, or 30 psu for
the course of the experiment. Pb and Zn were the only metals significantly influenced by salinity,
and the responses varied between different tissues and the excreted salts.
Chapter 4 is a further analysis of the data reported in Chapters 2 and 3. Concentration
factors were calculated to relate the concentration of metals in the tissues and excreted salts of
S. alterniflora to the concentration of metals in the sediment. Additionally, translocation factors
were calculated to relate the concentration of metals in the different tissues and excreted salts of
S. alterniflora to each other. The concentration factors and translocation factors were then tested
to determine how they responded to changes in the sediment type, the level of metal contamination, and the salinity of the overlying water. Translocation factors revealed the influence of salinity
on patterns of metal distribution;particularly the movement of Cu between stem and leaf tissue,
which had not been clear in Chapter 3.
Chapter 5 presents the metal concentrations in excreted salts of S. alterniflora collected
during a two-year field study in the marshes of coastal Louisiana. Marshes in the Sabine NWR
and near Port Fourchon LA were sampled twice annually from February 2004 through August
2005. Lead was the only metal which for which the concentration in excreted salts could be
related to the concentration of Pb in the sediment (as defined by the Pb/Al ratio).
Chapter 6 summarizes the overall results.
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CHAPTER 2 — THE UPTAKE, DISTRIBUTION AND
EXCRETION OF MULTIPLE METALS BY SPARTINA
ALTERNIFLORA (LOISEL.) GROWN IN METALAMENDED SEDIMENTS

Introduction
The Gulf of Mexico coastal region contains 55% of the salt marshes in the United States.
They are dominated by the emergent macrophyte, Spartina alterniflora (Loisel.). In this region,
most S. alterniflora marshes are found along the Louisiana coast and are so extensive that they
constitute 41% of the nation’s salt marshes (Mendelssohn and McKee 2000). The salt marshes of
Louisiana are nationally important waterfowl and fisheries habitats (Bass and Turner 1997, Lindstedt 2005) as well as the site of considerable oil and natural gas extraction and the location of
associated petrochemical activities. Louisiana’s salt marshes are of critical economic, ecological
and cultural importance not only to local residents, but also to the nation as a whole (Laska et al.
2005, Lindstedt 2005).
Due to the degraded conditions of coastal marshes in Louisiana, salt marsh restoration is
of great interest to the public, policy makers, and researchers. A number of strategies featuring the
addition of sediment to marsh systems have been employed to rebuild or replace marshes which
have subsided below sea level or been removed through erosion (Ford et al. 1999, Streever 2000,
Slocum et al. 2005). Typically sediments are dredged from offshore regions or nearby shipping
channels or port facilities and used without further processing in marsh restoration programs. It is
possible that sediments dredge from the shipping channels or port facilities in particular may contain a number of contaminants that could be harmful to vegetation and fauna the inhabit the newly
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formed or supplemented marsh (Winger et al. 2000). The addition or use of dredge sediments may
be a source of metal contamination in salt marshes.
Studies of metals in salt marsh plants most commonly report the tissue concentrations for
a suite of metals and other contaminants in plants that have been grown in a variety of substrates
in field settings. Metal values are commonly reported for the dominant marsh macrophytes such
as Phragmites australis, Spartina spp. and Aster spp. In lab or greenhouse based studies, the
effects of a single metal addition on a salt marsh macrophyte are most commonly studied, rarely
have studies addressed the impacts of 2 or more contaminants on plant growth and the distribution of contaminants among tissues.
When considering the potential for the remobilization of metals to salt marsh food webs,
studies typically focus on direct consumption of S. alterniflora tissues (as detritus) and these
studies often show a minimal accumulation of metals in S. alterniflora tissues (e.g. Alberts et al.
1990, Williams et al. 1994). Although the majority of S. alterniflora biomass enters the food web
indirectly (Dawes 1998), there are important exceptions including a variety of terrestrial insects
(e.g. Prokelisa marginata) and the gastropod mollusc, Littoraria irrorata, which feed directly on
aerially exposed S. alterniflora (Dawes 1998, Silliman and Zieman 2001, Moon and Stiling 2002).
The potential for metals to be remobilized to the food web through excretion on the leaf
surface has rarely been addressed. Spartina alterniflora is capable of excreting metals (Cd, Cr, Hg,
Ni and Pb) on the leaf surface as salts at concentrations greater than that found in tidally inundating seawater (Kraus et al. 1986, Kraus 1988). Burke et al. (2000) and Windham et al. (2001b)
showed that in both the field and the laboratory, metals (Cu, Cr, Hg, Pb and Zn) were moved
through the plants and excreted onto the leaf surface as salts rather than being retained exclusively
within the plant tissues. This indicates that rinsing of S. alterniflora leaves prior to metal analysis
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may have resulted in a substantial underestimation of the availability of metals associated with S.
alterniflora as fauna which are associated with the leaf surface may experience elevated exposure
to metals through the excreted salts.
In order to better understand the potential for metal transfer from salt marsh sediments to
the salt marsh food webs through S. alterniflora, an experiment was designed to test the following
hypothesis:
• Metal concentration in the sediment will not influence the uptake and distribution of
metals to S. alterniflora tissues and excreted salt.
• Sediment source (natural marsh vs. dredge) will not influence the uptake and distribution
of metals to S. alterniflora tissues and excreted salt.
Materials and methods
To examine the transfer of metals from sediments to S. alterniflora, and in particular, the
potential for transfer of metals through excreted salts, a greenhouse study was employed using
two sediment types commonly found in the coastal marshes of Louisiana – naturally deposited
sediments and dredge material. A mixture of six metals (Cd, Cu, Cr, Pb, Ni, Zn) was added to
sediments at two treatment levels. The metals associated with S. alterniflora were quantified by
sampling the salts secreted by S. alterniflora leaves, the aboveground biomass (leaves and stems
separately) and the belowground biomass.
Experimental Design
A greenhouse located on the LSU campus in Baton Rouge, Louisiana (USA) was used.
Replicate plants were maintained on a wet table (approximately 1.2 m x 3 m) and had been cultivated there for at least 6 months prior to the start of the experiment. The experiment ran for 60
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days from July through September 2003 with a natural photoperiod of approximately 14:10 light:
dark and an ambient temperature of 26°C.
Stems of S. alterniflora (var. Vermillion) were propagated from stock acquired from the
USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service Plant Material Center in Golden Meadow, LA.
The propagated variety was used to reduce the potential for genetic variation between the stems.
After several months of growth in fresh water to allow the development of a healthy root system,
the S. alterniflora was acclimated to 15 psu artificial seawater (InstantOcean, hereafter ASW)
over a period of three weeks. Two days prior to the start of the experiment young, healthy stems
were separated from pots and kept in tap water until use.
Sediments were collected from the Port Fourchon area along Bayou LaFourche in Louisiana. Two types of sediments were collected: ‘Dredge’ sediments were collected from a marsh
creation site where dredge material had been placed intertidally and ‘Natural’ sediments were
collected at the edge of a naturally formed marsh on a secondary creek off of Bayou LaFourche.
Approximately 150 L of each sediment type were collected and brought back to the laboratory
where debris > 1cm were removed by sieving. None of the six focal metals (Cd, Cr, Cu, Ni, Pb
and Zn) in either sediment exceeded the ER-M (Effects Range Median – adverse effects were
recorded in 50% of studies) proposed by Long et al. although Cd and Ni did exceed the ER-L
(Effects Range Low – adverse effects were rarely recorded) in both sediment types. The initial
metal concentrations of the two sediment types were similar (Table 2.1) and each sediment type
was homogenized before a sub-sample of the sediments was used to create three metal treatments. Metal salts (CdSO4, K2Cr2O7, CuCl2, NiCl2, Pb(NO3)2, and ZnCl2) were dissolved in lightly
acidified Milli-Q® water at concentrations intended to result in metal addition to the sediments
at 0x, 1x and 5x the values previously recorded in dredge material collected from Port Fourchon
16
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24.2

Natural

10.9
1.90
0.27

LA, Barataria
(DeLaune et al. 1981)

UK, Thames Estuary
(Williams et al. 1994)

2.3

LA, Fourchon 2002
(S. Mahon, unpublished)

NJ, Meadowlands
(Weis et al. 2004b)

9.6

ER-M
(Long et al. 1995)

1.2

16.8

8.8

Natural

Dredge

8.1

4.4

Natural

Dredge

Cd
5.4

Sediment
type
Dredge

Published Values
ER-L
(Long et al. 1995)

High

Low

Metal
treatment
Control

41.4

--

692.2

35.9

370

81

404.6

215.4

112.5

69.8

37.4

Cr
28.8

27.1

20.3

276.0

29.5

270

34

351.5

187.9

89.7

57.4

24.0

Cu
17.9

47.7

--

--

29.8

51.6

20.9

400.4

221.5

98.7

74.5

23.9

Ni
32.1

Metals of interest

63.3

26.7

268.3

93.3

218

46.7

842.8

513.9

179.2

102.2

13.6

Pb
11.8

85

63.0

1030.3

98.7

410

150

884.3

544.6

273.9

191.1

78.9

Zn
77.6

--

--

--

--

--

--

3.9

2.8

4.0

3.1

4.0

% Al
3.2

2.2

--

--

--

--

--.

4.7

3.8

4.7

3.6

4.6

% SOC
3.8

Table 2.1 Sediment values (µg/g dry wt) of all metals at the start of the experiment. Values for each treatment exhibited standard
deviations within 10% of the mean. ‘SOC’ is the sediment organic carbon. Al and SOC are expressed as % of the total sediment
weight (mg/g dry weight). Published values are reported means for metals of interest in estuarine sediments. The ‘ER-L’ and ‘ER-M’
are suggested guidelines for metals in sediments.

(Table 2.1). Each treatment was made up by slowly dripping the dissolved metals into sediments
being continuously stirred. Henceforth, the resulting treatments will be referred to as NC (natural
sediment, 0x metal addition), NL (natural sediment, 1x metal addition), NH (natural sediment, 5x
metal addition), DC (dredge material, 0x metal addition), DL (dredge material, 1x metal addition)
and DH (dredge material, 5x metal addition).
For each treatment, newly contaminated sediments were used to fill each of 4 (2.8 L) pots
1/3 full. The 4 replicate pots and buckets of excess sediment were stored in a cold room for two
weeks to allow the sediment treatments to age before being used in the greenhouse. Three stems
of S. alterniflora that had been previously separated were randomly assigned to each treatment
pot and excess sediment in the buckets was used to fill the pots. In the greenhouse, individual pots
were set inside tubs partially filled with 15 psu ASW to isolate them. Twice weekly, water from
the tubs was used to water the pots. Treatments were maintained for two months and additional
water was added as needed to maintain water levels and salinity in the tubs. Every two weeks the
tubs were shifted on the greenhouse table to minimize position effects.
Sample Collection
Solar radiation and air temperature were recorded weekly at multiple points along the
table using a Li-cor LI-1400 data logger with a LI-190SA quantum sensor (LI-COR, Inc.; Lincoln,
NE) and standard laboratory thermometer respectively. Salinity in individual tubs as well as water
temperature was recorded using a YSI 85 multi-meter (YSI Incorporated; Yellow Springs, OH).
Sediment redox measurements were taken at 3cm and 10 cm depths midway through the experiment with Pt wire electrodes and a calomel reference electrode. All redox values were calculated
by adding +244 to recorded values (Kong and Mendelssohn, 1996).
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One week prior to the conclusion of the experiment all leaves were washed with de-ionized water (hereafter ‘DI water’) to remove any salts on the leaf surface. After allowing the salts
to accumulate for 6 days, salts were collected for analysis. Three salt wipes were collected for a
single plant in each pot and pooled (Windham et al. 2001b). Salt wipes consisted of Whatman
filter papers dampened with DI water that were used to wipe both sides of a single leaf twice. To
minimize the variation in salt excretion associated with leaf age the uppermost, bottommost and a
middle leaf were sampled on each plant. Immediately following salt collection the leaves sampled
for salts were collected and placed in Ziploc bags.
Stems of plants sampled for salts were also collected as representative aboveground
biomass. These samples were cut at the sediment surface and placed in Ziploc bags. The belowground biomass associated with the sampled stem was separated from the bulk of the sediment
and placed in a Ziploc bag to be analyzed as root tissue. In the lab the leaf and stem tissues
were separated using a razor and the belowground biomass was separated from any remaining
sediments by washing with DI water. All tissues were washed with DI water before being blotted
dry and wet weights were taken. After being dried in an oven at 60°C for a minimum of 48 h, dry
weights were measured. Belowground biomass samples were coarsely chopped by hand using a
razor and leaf and stem samples were ground in a stainless steel coffee grinder before being ashed
in a muffle furnace at 480°C.
Sediments in the pots compacted over the course of the experiment, as a result it was not
possible to collect cores from the pots for determining the concentration of metals in the sediment.
Alternatively, sediments were removed from pots as a single cohesive unit and sliced into quarters
using a plastic spatula. This provided access to interior sediments that had not been in contact
with the pot and sediment samples (approximately 4 cm3) were taken from interior sediments at
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three depths (0-1cm, 3-4cm and 6-7cm). Wet weights were recorded before samples were dried
in the oven at 60°C and dry weights were recorded. After drying, sediment samples were ground
using a glass mortar and pestle. A sub-sample of the sediments was used for organic matter analysis using the loss-on-ignition (LOI) technique presented in Snyder et al. 2004. The percent organic
matter determined through LOI was used to calculate the percent organic carbon in the sediment.
Organic Carbon = 0.4 (LOI)+0.0025 (LOI)2.

(Craft et al. 1991)

Metal Analysis
All samples were digested by refluxing in trace-metal grade HNO3 at 120°C for at least
48 h (modified from Millward et al. 2004). For all sample types, the appropriate blanks and
reference materials (SRM – Standard Reference Material) were included. Blanks consisting of 3
filter papers dampened with DI water were included for the salt wipes. Sediment samples were
approximately 1 g and prior to digestion any visible fine root material was removed from the
sample. Reference material consisting of SRM 1646a (estuarine sediment) was dried along with
the sediment samples (Table 2.2). Salt wipes and sediment samples were initially digested in 5
mL of trace-metal grade HNO3 before being concentrated through evaporation to a volume of 2.5
mL. This sample was diluted to 50 mL using Milli-Q water prior to analysis. Approximately 0.5
g of ashed plant material was digested in 2.5 mL trace-metal grade HNO3. Samples were concentrated to 1.25 mL before being diluted using Milli-Q water to a final volume of 25 mL. Samples
of reference material consisting of SRM 1547 (peach leaves) was included with the S. alterniflora
samples and processed in the same manner. The smaller final volume was used with S. alterniflora tissue samples to ensure samples would contain metals within detection limits. Samples were
filtered through a 0.2 μm filter before being analyzed using an ICP-ES (Perkin-Elmer DV 3300
ICP Spectrometer).
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Table 2.2 Evaluation of analytical method used. Al and Fe are expressed as percent of the
total sediment weight and all other metals are expressed as ppm (µg/g dry weight). The NIST
(National Institute of Standards and Technology) values are certified means calculated from
multiple analytical methods for each sample type. The ICP-ES values were calculated from
SRM samples included with the experimental samples. The difference between the two values is
shown. Values marked with an asterisk are non-certified values provided by the NIST.
Cd
Cr
SRM 1646a (estuarine sediment)
NIST
0.148
40.9
ICP-ES
4.18
30.51
% difference
+2725
-25

Cu

Ni

Pb

Zn

Al

Fe

10.01
9.41
-6

23*
27.71
20

11.7
9.00
-23

48.9
47.57
-3

2.297
1.58
-31

2.008
1.65
-17

SRM 1547 (peach leaves)
NIST
0.026
ICP-ES
0.12
% difference
+380

3.7
3.17
-14

0.69
0.67
-2

0.87
0.71
-18

17.9
16.74
-6

----

----

1*
0.86
-14

Metals in excreted salts were initially expressed as μg metal/g leaf dry wt/day. Metal
excretion in salt was standardized using the weight of the leaves wiped for salts. In calculating
the proportional distribution of metals, the concentration of metals in the excreted salts was
extrapolated to 60 days to allow for a more direct comparison with metal concentrations in the
S. alterniflora tissue samples. Plant data was calculated as μg metal based on dry weight. Metal
values in leaves were determined by combining the sub-sample taken during the collection of
salts and the sub-sample consisting of all other leaves on the plant. For some plant tissue samples,
more material was collected from a replicate than could be processed as a single sample. In these
instances, the sample was divided into 2 sub-samples that were independently processed. After
sub-sample processing, the values obtained were used to calculate a single value for the sample.
Metal concentrations that had been expressed as μg metal/g dry weight were multiplied by the
total sub-sample weight to allow the total μg metal in the sample to be calculated. This value was
then divided by the total dry weight of plant tissue that was analyzed in both sub-samples. Sediment data was calculated as µg metal based on dry weight.
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Statistics
The total biomass sampled was analyzed using a fully nested two-way multivariate
analysis of variance (MANOVA) to test for an effect of the sediment and metal treatments on the
overall growth or the distribution of biomass among tissue types. The response variables analyzed
were the dry weights (g) of belowground biomass, stem tissue, and leaf tissue.
Each metal was analyzed separately using a two-way MANOVA. The response variables
initially analyzed were the proportion of total metal in the belowground tissue, stem tissue, leaf
tissue, and in excreted salts. The proportional values were ln transformed as necessary to meet
test assumptions for normality and heteroscedastity. Initial tests indicated that only metal concentration significantly influenced the proportion of metal in tissues, therefore a one-way MANOVA
testing the effect of metal concentration was performed. The untransformed proportional distribution of each metal to the response variables was plotted.
The concentration of each metal in belowground tissue, stem tissue, leaf tissue and
excreted salts were analyzed in a separate two-way MANOVA. Cadmium and Cr in excreted
salts were ln(n+1) transformed and all tissue types were ln(n) transformed for all metals to meet
assumptions prior to analysis. The un-transformed metal concentrations for all variables was plotted on a log10 scale and used for graphical presentation.
All MANOVAs were performed for each metal using SAS proc GLM. The two-way
MANOVA design was fully nested with all metal treatments represented in each sediment type.
In all analyses, significant differences between treatments for each response variable were determined using the Tukey-Kramer test of calculated least square means.
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Results
Light intensity at the tops of the S. alterniflora stems ranged from 52 – 352 μmol s-1m-2
over the duration of the experiment with values remaining consistent at all points on the table during any given measurement period. The temperature of the water on the wet tables ranged from 26
– 29°C. Air temperatures in the greenhouse were typically between 27 and 30°C during the day.
Redox values indicated that the sediment in most treatment pots was reduced (Eh < 350 mV) with
only 1 pot having a negative Eh value (Eh = -242 mV) and 1 pot having an Eh value greater than
350 mV (Eh = 360 mV). The calculated Eh for all pots at 3 cm was 176 mV ± 111 (average ± SD)
and at 10 cm was 154 mV ± 70 (average ± SD). These values indicate that N, Mn, and Fe would
be reduced, but it is unlikely that sulfides would form (Mitsch and Gosselink, 2000) and bind the
contaminant metals of interest.
Metals
General Patterns. The metal treatment significantly influenced the proportion of metal
distributed to excreted salts and tissues (MANOVA: F4, 7 = 6.26 (Cd); F8, 32 = 2.61 (Cr); 4.21 (Cu);
3.70 (Ni); 11.45 (Pb); 17.37 (Zn), p ≤ 0.0200). The proportion of all metals except Cd distributed to
salts decreased significantly as the concentration of metals in the sediment increased (Figure 2.1).
The proportional distribution of metals to leaf tissue did not show a significant response for Cd ,
Cu, or Cr, but sediment metal concentration significantly influenced Ni, Pb, and Zn. The percent
of total metals in stem tissue had a significant response to sediment metal concentration only for
Cd and Cu. The percent of total metals in root tissue had a significant response to sediment metal
concentration for Cr, Cu, Ni, Pb, and Zn.
There were no significant differences in the total biomass of S. alterniflora among any of
the treatments after growing for 2 months in the greenhouse (MANOVA: F3, 15 = 0.39, p = 0.7628
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Table 2.3 For each metal, the results of a 2-way MANOVA for the effect of sediment type
(sediment) and level of metal contamination (metal) on the concentration of the metal in
excreted salts, leaf tissue, stem tissue and root (belowground) tissue of S. alterniflora. F-values
based on Wilk’s Lambda are given and the p-values (p) are shown. *The MANOVA for Cd used
F4, 5 for all tests due to the large number of zeros in the dataset.
Sediment

Metal

Sediment x Metal

metal

F4, 13

p

F8, 26

p

F8, 26

p

Cd

*1.12

0.4400

*0.93

0.5138

*2.01

0.2318

Cr

1.02

0.4317

6.77

<0.0001

2.96

0.0170

Cu

1.37

0.2984

11.76

<0.0001

2.84

0.0209

Ni

10.67

0.0005

28.41

<0.0001

3.19

0.0118

Pb

2.56

0.0888

19.99

<0.0001

4.65

0.0013

Zn

4.56

0.0161

34.03

<0.0001

3.27

0.0103

(sediment); F6, 30 = 0.90, p = 0.5111 (metal); F6, 30 = 1.42, p = 0.2402 (interaction). The biomass of
each tissue type was less than 2.0; leaf: 1.3 ± 0.02; stem: 1.9 ± 0.03; root: 0.8 ± 0.02 (g dry weight,
means ± S.E.).
Cadmium was the only metal whose concentration in excreted salts and tissues was not
influenced by any of the factors tested (Table 2.3). The interaction between metal concentration
and sediment type significantly influenced the concentration of all other metals (Cr, Cu, Ni, Pb,
and Zn) in either excreted salts, leaf tissue, stem tissue or root tissue (Table 2.3).
The concentration of metals excreted in salts did not increase as the concentration of metal
in the sediment increased (Figure 2.2). For all metals there was either no change in the concentration of metal in the excreted salts or the concentration of metals in excreted salts decreased as
sediment contamination increased. This effect was significant only for Pb and Zn.
The concentration of metals in all tissues (leaf, stem, and root) increased with increasing
metal concentration in the sediment (Figure 2.2). There is a trend for the concentration of these
metals in leaf, stem, and root tissues to be greatest in the NH treatment. In leaf tissue, Cd and
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Figure 2.1 The proportional distribution of metals to each S. alterniflora tissue type and in the
excreted salts. The metal treatments are C = control, L = low, and H = high. See Table 2.4 for
groupings determined using the Tukey-Kramer test.
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Figure 2.1

Figure continued
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Table 2.4 For each metal, the results of a one-way ANOVA of the proportional distribution of
metals to different tissues of S. alterniflora grown for 2 months in metal amended sediment
(see Figure 2.1), differences among treatments within each variable were determined using the
Tukey-Kramer test. Groups within each variable are indicated using letters. Metal treatments are
indicated as C = control, L = low and H = high.
Salt
Metal

Leaf

Stem

Root

Cd

C
-

L
-

H
-

C
-

L
-

H
-

C
a

L
b

H
b
*

C
-

L
-

H
-

Cr

a

b

b

-

-

-

-

-

-

a

b

b

Cu

a

b

b

-

-

-

a

a

b

a

b

b

Ni

a

b

b

a

a

b

-

-

-

a

b

ab

Pb

a
a

b
b

c
c

ab
a

b
a

a
b

-

-

-

a

b

b

-

-

-

a

b

b

Zn

Cu were the only metals without significant differences between sediment types or metal treatments. For Cr, Ni, Pb, and Zn, the concentration of metals in the leaf tissue of plants grown in the
high-metal treatments (DH, NH) was significantly greater than for plants grown in the control
treatments (DC, NC). In stem tissue the concentrations of Cu, Ni, Pb, and Zn, were significantly
greater for plants grown in the high-metal treatments (DH, NH) than for plants grown in the
control treatments (DC, NC). In root tissue the concentrations of Cr, Cu, Ni, Pb, and Zn, were significantly greater for plants grown in the high-metal treatments (DH, NH) than for plants grown in
the control treatments (DC, NC).
Cadmium. The proportional distribution of Cd to stem tissue increased significantly from
the control to the high-metal treatment (F1, 10 = 5.46, p = 0.0415, Table 2.4, Figure 2.1a). The proportional distribution of Cd did not vary significantly for any other tissues and the concentration
of Cd in tissues and excreted salts was not influenced by the factors tested.
Chromium. The proportional distribution of Cr to excreted salt decreased significantly
between the control treatment and the low and high-metal treatments (F2, 19 = 8.76, Table 2.4,
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Figure 2.2 The mean tissue concentrations for each tissue type (µg/g ± SE) and excretion of
metals in salts (µg/g leaf tissue ± SE) of S. alterniflora grown in contaminated sediments are
shown on a log10 scale. Groups indicated by letters were determined using the Tukey-Kramer
test. Metal treatment are indicated as C = control, L = low, and H = high.
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Figure 2.2

Figure continued
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Figure 2.1b). Conversely, the proportional distribution to root tissue increased significantly
between the control treatment and the low and high-metal treatments (F2, 19 = 10.15, Table 2.4).
The concentration of Cr in leaves increased significantly from the control treatment to the
high-metal treatment (Table 2.5, Figure 2.2b). The concentration of Cr in root tissue was influenced by the interaction of sediment type and metal contamination (Table 2.5). The concentration
of Cr in roots increased significantly from the control treatment to the high-metal treatment for
plants grown in dredge sediment (Figure 2.2b); however, all metal treatments differed from each
other for plants grown in natural sediment.
Copper. The proportional distribution of Cu to excreted salt decreased significantly
between the control treatment and the low and high-metal treatments (F2, 19 = 9.74, Table 2.4, Figure 2.1b). The proportional distribution to stem tissue decreased significantly between the control
and high-metal treatments (F2, 19 = 5.09, Table 2.4). Conversely, the proportional distribution to
root tissue increased significantly between the control treatment and the low and high-metal treatments (F2, 16 = 19.88, Table 2.4).
The concentration of Cu in stem tissue increased significantly from the control treatment
to the high-metal treatment (Table 2.5, Figure 2.2c). The concentration of Cu in root tissue was
significantly influenced by the interaction of sediment type and metal contamination (Table 2.5).
The concentration of Cu increased and all metal treatments were significantly different from each
other, however, in the high-metal treatment, the roots from plants grown in natural sediment had a
greater Cu concentration than did plants grown in dredge sediment (Figure 2.2c).
Nickel. The proportional distribution of Ni to excreted salts decreased significantly
between the control treatment and the low and high-meta; treatments (F2, 19 = 9.48, Table 2.4,
Figure 2.1d). The proportional distribution of Ni to leaf tissue increased significantly between the
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sediment
metal
sediment*metal

sediment
metal
sediment*metal

sediment
metal
sediment*metal

sediment
metal
sediment*metal

Ni

Pb

Zn

sediment
metal
sediment*metal

Cr

Cu

treatment
sediment
metal
sediment*metal

Metal
Cd

3.57
8.95
2.96

0.38
8.77
10.90

0.00
1.67
1.65

0.10
1.33
3.95*

0.98
1.83
2.59

n.s.
0.0025
n.s.

n.s.
0.0027
0.0010

n.s.
n.s.
n.s.

n.s.
n.s.
n.s.

n.s.
n.s.
n.s.

Excreted Salts
F
p
0.01
n.s.
0.09
n.s.
5.39*
n.s.

7.27
177.13
4.72

3.63
71.64
4.88

19.20
108.77
4.63

0.12
3.62*
0.20

0.28
7.04
0.81

F
0.06
7.24*
3.10

p
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.

0.0159
<0.0001
0.0245

n.s.
<0.0001
0.0221

0.0005
<0.0001
0.0259

n.s.
n.s.
n.s.

n.s.
0.0064
n.s.

Leaf

6.59
136.19
3.98

0.76
47.84
0.76

16.42
74.11
1.91

0.60
8.86
1.57

1.00
4.83*
0.59

F
0.79
2.85
0.73

0.0206
<0.0001
0.0396

n.s.
<0.0001
n.s.

0.0009
<0.0001
n.s.

n.s.
0.0026
n.s.

n.s.
n.s.
n.s.

p
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.

Stem

12.56
245.21
13.36

6.10
28.50
4.19

2.91
116.01
7.79

4.46
122.63
3.78

1.51
47.17
8.15

F
0.72
2.66
0.34

p
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.

0.0027
<0.0001
0.0004

0.0251
<0.0001
0.0344

n.s.
<0.0001
0.0043

n.s.
<0.0001
0.0453

n.s.
<0.0001
0.0036

Root

Table 2.5 For each metal, the results of 2-way ANOVAs for the effect of sediment type (sediment) and level of metal contamination
(metal) on the concentration of the metal in excreted salts, leaf tissue, stem tissue and root (belowground) tissue of S. alterniflora. All
F-values are given and the p-value (p) is shown when significant (≤ 0.05).The degrees of freedom for the F-values are 1,16 (sediment),
2,16 (metal), and 2,16 (sediment*metal). When the complete ANOVA model resulted in an insignificant F-value, some factors resulted
in significant F-values and are marked with an asterisk.

control and low-metal treatments and the high-metal treatment (F2, 19 = 7.86, Table 2.4). The proportional distribution of Ni to root tissue increased significantly from the control treatment to the
low-metal treatment (F2, 19 = 5.08, Table 2.4).
The concentration of Ni in leaf tissue was significantly influenced by the interaction of
sediment type and metal contamination (Table 2.5) The concentration of Ni increased from the
control treatment to the high treatment, however, plants grown in natural sediment differed significantly among all metal treatments (Figure 2.2d). Sediment type significantly influenced the
concentration Ni in stem tissue (Table 2.5) and the concentration of Ni was significantly greater
for plants grown in natural sediment than in dredge sediment. The concentration of Ni in stem
tissue also increased significantly as metal contamination increased (Table 2.5) and all treatments
were significantly different from each other. The concentration of Ni in root tissue was significantly influenced by the interaction of sediment type and the metal contamination (Table 2.5).
Overall, the concentration of Ni in root tissue increased as the concentration of Ni in the sediment
increased (Figure 2.2d), however, only the control and high-metal treatments differed significantly
for plants grown in dredge sediment and all metal treatments differed significantly from each
other for plants grown in natural sediment.
Lead. The proportional distribution of Pb to excreted salts decreased significantly as
metal contamination increased (F2, 19 = 31.01, Table 2.4, Figure 2.1e) and all treatments differed
significantly from each other. The proportional distribution of Pb to leaf tissue increased significantly from the low-metal treatment to the high-metal treatment (F2, 19 = 5.32, Table 2.4). The
proportion of Pb in root tissue increased significantly between the control treatment and the low
and high-metal treatments (F2, 19 = 8.21, Table 2.4).
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The concentration of Pb in excreted salts was significantly influenced by the interaction
of sediment type and metal contamination (Table 2.5, Figure 2.2e). The concentration of Pb in
excreted salts decreased as sediment contamination increased, however this difference was significant only from the control to the high-metal treatment for plants grown in dredge sediment
and from the control to the low-metal treatment for the plants grown in natural sediment. The
concentration of Pb in leaf tissue was significantly influenced by the interaction of sediment type
and metal contamination (Table 2.5), however the Tukey-Kramer test did not indicate any differences between sediment types within the metal treatments. The concentration of Pb in leaf tissue
was significantly greater in the high-metal treatment than in the control treatment (Figure 2.2e).
The concentration of Pb in stem tissue increased significantly from the control treatment to the
low-metal and high-metal treatments (Table 2.5). The concentration of Pb in root tissue was significantly influenced by the interaction of sediment type and metal contamination (Table 2.5). The
concentration of Pb increased from the control treatment to the high-metal treatment and within
the high-metal treatment, the concentration of Pb in roots was greater for plants grown in natural
sediment than in dredge sediment (Figure 2.2e).
Zinc. The proportional distribution of Zn to excreted salt decreased significantly (F2, 19
= 73.73, Table 2.4, Figure 2.1f) and all treatments differed significantly. The proportion of Zn
distributed to leaf tissue increased significantly from the control treatment to the high-metal treatment (F2, 19 = 14.79, Table 2.4). The proportion distributed to root tissue increased significantly
from the control treatment to the low and high-metal treatments (F2, 19 = 13.46, Table 2.4).
The concentration of Zn in excreted salts decreased significantly from the control
treatment to the low and high-metal treatments (Table 2.5, Figure 2.2f). The concentration of
Zn in leaf tissue was significantly influenced by the interaction of sediment type and metal
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contamination (Table 2.5). The concentration of Zn increased significantly from the control
treatment to the high-metal treatment and in the high-metal treatment, the concentration of Zn in
leaves was greater for plants grown in natural sediment than for those grown in dredge sediment.
Both stem tissue and root tissue exhibited the same pattern in Zn concentration and were
significantly influenced by the interaction of sediment type and metal contamination (Table 2.5).
The concentration of Zn increased significantly as metal contamination increased and within each
sediment type, all metal treatments differed significantly from each other.
Discussion
Field and laboratory studies have shown that S. alterniflora grown in sediments contaminated with metals may exhibit higher tissue concentrations of some heavy metals including
cadmium, copper, lead and mercury (Alberts et al. 1990, Burke et al. 2000, Kong and Mendelssohn 1996, Windham et al. 2001a, Windham et al. 2001b). Tissue concentrations of heavy metals
have been shown to vary among plant organs such as leaves, stems, and roots (Weis et al. 2002,
Weis et al. 2003, Windham et al. 2001a, Windham et al. 2003). The metal concentrations I
recorded in the control and low metal treatments for S. alterniflora are comparable with the values reported by Windham et al. (2003) for Cu (leaf: 3-6, stem: 1-7, root: 100-212 ppm), Cr (leaf:
1-4, stem: < 3 , root: 45-75 ppm), Pb (leaf: 1-3, stem: 0.05-2, root: 85-200 ppm), and Zn (leaf: 2240, stem: 12-32, root: 236-898 ppm).
Metal Concentration
Excreted Salts. For all metals except Cd, the proportion of total metal associated with
the S. alterniflora plant which was distributed to the excreted salts decreased significantly as the
sediment contamination increased. In contrast, the concentration Cd, Cr, Cu, and Ni in excreted
salts did not change significantly, but the concentration of Pb and Zn decreased significantly
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as sediment contamination increased for plants grown in dredge sediment. The response of
decreased metal excretion when sediment contamination increased is contrary to the results of
Macfarlane and Burchett (1999) who showed that the concentration of Zn excreted from the
leaves of the grey mangrove, Avicennia marina, increased when Zn was added to the sediments.
Although the proportion of total metals distributed to excreted salts by S. alterniflora decreased
as sediment contamination increased in our study, there is still the possibility that over a growing
season, a significant amount of metals could be remobilized through salt excretion. Unlike metals
associated with the tissues of a plant that require physical damage (through grazing) or mortality
(forming detritus) to remobilize metals to the environment, metals excreted on the leaf surface
can be released continually and without injury to a plant.
The excretion of salts and some metals (Hg) is not a passive response to transpiration
and Windham et al. (2001b) hypothesized that S. alterniflora might use salt excretion to actively
regulate the concentration of metals in its tissues. Because salt excretion did not increase in
response to increased levels of sediment contamination, we infer that S. alterniflora is not using
the excretion of metals on the leaf surface as a method of regulating its body burden of heavy
metals. Our data suggest that metal availability from excreted salts to consumers grazing on the
leaf surface, living at the base of the leaf sheath, or at the sediment surface should not increase
as the sediment concentration of metals increases. Previous investigators have hypothesized that
the excreted salts of S. alterniflora may be an important route of exposure to heavy metals for
saltmarsh fauna (Kraus 1988, Burke et al. 2000, Windham et al. 2001b, Weis and Weis 2004).
This study does not contradict that hypothesis, but it does indicate that the importance of metals
in excreted salts as a route of exposure, over a limited time, may not increase in proportion to
sediment concentrations. Additionally, the variation between metals in excreted salts highlights
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the need for a deeper understanding of the mechanisms that regulate metal movement through S.
alterniflora and to the leaf surface.
Aboveground Tissues. Leaf tissue is the primary site for photosynthesis and is considered to be the most labile tissue of S. alterniflora, both as fresh plant material and as detritus. An
increase in the heavy metal content of the leaf tissue has the potential to negatively impact the
photosynthetic efficiency of a plant through a variety of mechanisms at the cellular and molecular level (Küpper et al. 1996, Heckathorn et al. 2004, Bertrand and Poirier 2005). Additionally,
increasing the metal content of the leaf tissue would increase the potential for trophic transfer of
metals to primary consumers as well as to detritivores. In this study, the tissue concentrations of
metals were generally significantly greater in the high treatments than in the controls.
A notable exception was that the concentration of Cu in leaf tissue did not change in
response to increased sediment contamination (means ranged from 4.4 – 10.8 ppm); and the
concentration of Cu in the stem tissue increased only modestly (means increased from 3.3 ppm
to 12.1 ppm). Consequently, the proportion of Cu distributed to stem tissue decreased as the sediment concentration increased. Because copper is an essential element, it is likely that there are
specific mechanisms to control uptake and translocation to tissues. The presence of Pb and Zn
has been shown to inhibit the translocation of Cu from roots and to the uppermost parts of the
common reed, Phragmites australis (Weis et al. 2004a), and it is possible that a similar interaction
between metals occurs in S. alterniflora.
Zinc, Pb, and Ni also exhibited changes in the proportional distribution of metals to leaf
tissue. In contrast to the pattern observed for Cu, the proportional distribution of Ni and Zn to
leaf tissue increased as sediment contamination increased. All three metals (Cu, Ni, and Zn) are
considered essential elements, necessary for the proper metabolic functioning of vascular plants.
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Nickel is required primarily for successful seed germination (Seregin and Kozhevnikova 2006)
while Zn is essential to a variety of metabolic functions (Aravind and Prasad 2004). Additionally, Zn has been shown to prevent and repair damage to chlorophyll caused by Cd (Aravind and
Prasad 2004).
The increase in the proportion of Zn distributed to the leaf tissue in response to increased
sediment contamination that I observed may represent a translocation of Zn to protect photosynthetic structures from damage by more toxic metals such as Cd. Although the proportion of total
Cd distributed to the leaf tissue and the concentration of Cd in leaf tissue did not change with
increasing sediment concentration. There was a trend for the concentration of Cd in leaves to
increase as the sediment concentration increased (concentrations ranged from 0.3 – 7.4 ppm). Further support for the role of Zn as a protection mechanism is the increase in the Zn concentration
in leaf tissue from the control to the high metal treatment, and the increase in the proportion of
Zn distributed to leaf tissue.
The behavior of Ni varies widely between plant species, and even within broad ecological groupings (e.g. ‘hyper-accumulators’) (Seregin and Kozhevnikova 2006). For saltmarsh hay,
Spartina patens, the addition of Ni to sediment cores inhibits the translocation of Cd and Pb to
aboveground tissues although the effect was not significant (Suntornvongsagul et al. 2007). The
proportional distribution of Pb to leaf tissue peaks in the low treatment and it is possible that the
reduction in the proportion of Pb in leaf tissue between the low and high treatments is a result
of the inhibitory effects of Ni on Pb translocation that Suntornvonsagul noted in S. patens. An
alternate explanation could be that Zn is preferentially translocated to leaf tissue to protect chlorophylls from damage and in the process displaces Pb. Further study of the interactions of these
metals (Ni, Pb, and Zn) is needed.
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Root Tissue. For all metals examined in this experiment, the majority of S. alterniflora’s
metal load was in the roots. This is consistent with a number of earlier studies that have examined
S. alterniflora and related species (Alberts et al.1990 for Cu and Zn, Otte et al. 1991 for Cd, Cu,
and Zn, Windham et al. 2003 for Cr, Cu, Pb, and Zn, Fitzgerald et al. 2003 for Cu and Pb,). Root
tissue is generally unavailable to invertebrate consumers and would primarily become available
in an eroding marsh where roots become exposed and are a source of detritus. All metals except
Cd showed a significant increase in the metal concentrations of roots as the metal concentration
in sediment increased. The proportional distribution of Ni to root tissue peaked in the low metal
treatment and implies that Ni was not strongly regulated within S. alterniflora or that the levels of
metals in the sediment had overwhelmed systems for regulation. For all other metals in this study,
the proportional distribution of metal to the roots increased as sediment contamination increased.
The addition of Ni can lead to enhanced uptake of Cr, Cu, and Zn in S. patens (Suntornvongsagul
et al. 2007) and it is possible that a similar process occurs with S. alterniflora. The pattern for Cr,
Cu, Pb, and Zn exhibits a plateau between the low and high treatments (see groupings in Table
2.4). This plateau effect with no significant differences between the low and high treatments in
the percent of total metal distributed to the roots may indicate a threshold level in S. alterniflora’s
ability to regulate metals and exclude them from aboveground tissues.
Sediment Type
There were significant differences in the uptake of metals between sediment types only for
Ni. The concentration of Ni in aboveground tissues was always greater in S. alterniflora grown in
natural sediments within each metal treatment. This pattern probably reflects the greater concentration of Ni in natural sediment than in dredge sediment at all levels of metal contamination. The
increase in aboveground Ni concentrations as Ni contamination increased in the sediment agrees
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with the observations of Suntornvongsagul et al. (2007) in S. patens. The concentration of Zn in
leaf and stem tissues was affected by the interaction of sediment type and metal treatments and
only the high treatment showed significant differences between sediment types; S. alterniflora
grown in natural sediment had a greater concentration than plants grown in dredge sediment. This
could be the result of differences in the amount of metal contamination between the dredge and
natural sediment in the high treatment (see Table 2.2), as well as interactions between Zn and the
other metals (Weis et al 2004a).
A similar pattern was seen in root tissue for Ni, Pb and Zn, and again the difference
between the sediment types was significant only in the high metal treatment. The natural sediment had greater levels of Al and SOC than did the dredge sediment. An increased concentration
of Al is associated with an increase in the percent of clay in sediment, which is the fraction where
the majority of metal ions are bound (Windom et al. 1989, Summers et al. 1996). As a result, sediments which exhibit greater concentrations of Al and SOC should be able bind more metal cations
than sediments with lower values (Summers et al. 1996, Fitzgerald et al. 2003) making them less
available for uptake by S. alterniflora. Thus the greater concentrations of Pb and Zn in the roots
of S. alterniflora grown in natural sediment for the high treatment not easily explained by the
differences in % Al and % SOC between the two sediment types (Table 2.2). Because the control
and low metal treatments were not affected by sediment type, it is possible that the available sites
for the metals to bind to the clays (inferred by the concentration of Al) and organic matter were
not saturated under those levels of metal contamination, and so there were fewer ‘free’ metal ions
available for uptake. Differences in root concentrations most likely reflected differences in available metals in the sediment.
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When analyzing the proportional distribution of metals between tissues, sediment type
did not significantly influence any of the metals. Combined with the limited role of sediment type
in influencing the concentration of metals in the tissues and excreted salts of S. alterniflora, this
implies that ultimately, sediment type may not be important.
Conclusion
Although the root tissue of S. alterniflora has the greatest concentration of all metals, the
root tissue generally represents less than 50% of the metal associated with the plant in control
sediments (which represents naturally occurring levels of metal contamination). This proportion
increased as sediment contamination increased, which agrees with previous studies that concluded monocots typically exclude metals from aboveground tissues (Otte et al. 1991, Weis and
Weis 2004). The pattern of metal retention in root tissue also implies that as sediment contamination increases, the ability of S. alterniflora to sequester metals belowground, away from salt marsh
food webs, will increase.
The metal concentration of aboveground tissues also increased in response to increasing
sediment concentration but the responses were highly variable among metals. The variation
in responses among metals highlights the complex interactions between different metals that
has been seen for other salt marsh plants (Weis et al. 2004a, Suntornvongsagul et al. 2007)
and needs to be more thoroughly studied in S. alterniflora. Metals such as Cu, Ni, Pb, and Zn
have previously been shown to both enhance and inhibit the uptake and translocation of other
metals to aboveground tissues depending on the metal combination studied (Weis et al. 2004a,
Suntornvongsagul et al. 2007). The proportional distribution of some metals (Ni, Pb and Zn) to
the leaf tissue has been shown in this study to increase significantly in the high treatment. This
implies that moderate levels of sediment contamination (the low treatment) will not increase the
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distribution of contaminant metals to the labile leaf tissues, but that higher levels of contamination
would. Determining at what degree of sediment contamination this threshold for a change in the
physiological response of S. alterniflora occurs is important in planning salt marsh restoration and
contamination remediation programs.
Counter to initial expectations, S. alterniflora did not show evidence of using the excretion
of metals in salts as a method of depuration when exposed to increased sediment contamination.
For most metals, low concentrations in salts actually represented between 20 and 30 % of the
total metal load associated with S. alterniflora in controls. The fraction of total Pb distributed to
salts in the control treatments was > 50 % of the total metal load. This fraction of metals excreted
in salts is continually available to the environment through the rinsing of leaves and to any fauna
in contact with the leaf surface and may actually be a route of significant metal exposure over a
growing season.
Overall, my results highlight a need for better understanding of the mechanisms that
control the uptake and distribution of metals in S. alterniflora, the dominant plant of salt marshes
along the Atlantic and Gulf coasts. Increased retention of metals in all tissues and decreased
depuration through excretion as sediment contamination increases, may result in increased metal
availability through detrital relative to direct exposure to metals in salts.
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CHAPTER 3 – EFFECTS OF SALINITY ON THE UPTAKE,
DISTRIBUTION AND EXCRETION OF MULTIPLE
METALS BY SPARTINA ALTERNIFLORA (LOISEL.)
GROWN IN CONTAMINATED SEDIMENT

Introduction
The Gulf of Mexico coastal region contains 55% of the salt marshes in the U.S. (Mendelssohn and McKee 2000). Louisiana alone contains 41% of the nation’s salt marshes, with Spartina
alterniflora as the dominant macrophyte (Mendelssohn and McKee 2000). The salt marshes
of Louisiana are nationally important waterfowl and fisheries habitats (Bass and Turner 1997,
Chesney et al. 2000, Lindstedt 2005). Louisiana’s salt marshes are of critical economic, ecological
and cultural importance (Laska et al. 2005, Lindstedt 2005). The loss of coastal marsh in Louisiana is well documented (e.g. Templet and Meyer-Arendt 1988, Bass and Turner 1997, Turner 1997,
Day et al. 2000) and a number of strategies to protect or restore remaining areas of marsh have
been proposed, including sediment addition to marshes and subtidal areas (Ford et al. 1999, Mendelssohn and Kuhn 2003, Slocum et al. 2005), diverting Mississippi River water to marshes (Lane
et al. 2006), and the restoration of hydrology near canals (Turner et al. 1994, Baustian and Turner
2006). Of these three categories, the addition of sediment is the most commonly employed at this
time.
Dredge material is used to replace and restore salt marshes throughout the US (Streever
2000, Costa-Pierce and Weinstein 2002, Leonard et al. 2002, Craft et al. 2003). The material
used in salt marsh restoration and creation includes both the byproduct of navigational dredging
projects as well as materials that are ‘mined’ specifically for the purpose of restoring coastal environments (Winger et al. 2000, Ho et al. 2002, Casado-Martinez et al. 2007). Current programs
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include the nourishment of existing marshes through the addition of thin layers of dredge materials (Ford et al. 1999, Mendelssohn and Kuhn 2003, Slocum et al. 2005) as well as the building
up of subtidal sediments to intertidal levels (Rozas and Minello 2001) to allow the natural colonization or planting of S. alterniflora (Shafer and Streever 2000, Mullens 2007). These projects
are located in a range of salinities, from brackish (~12 psu) to saline (~32 psu) (Able et al. 2008).
There is limited evidence that food web accumulation of contaminant metals can be can be influenced by the salinity of the deposition site (Winger et al. 2000).
Sea levels are predicted to rise in the near future, both through local subsidence and erosion and through global sea level rise (Day et al 1995, Michener et al. 1997, Morris et al. 2002).
The increase in mean sea level will lead to increasingly larger areas of the coastal zone being
inundated by salt water. Areas that currently support fresh and brackish marshes will potentially become more saline in character, leading to changes in the vegetation community as well
as changes in vegetated cover (Pezeshki et al. 1987, Patrick and DeLaune 1990, Donnelly and
Bertness 2001, Cahoon et al. 2006). Typically as marshes become more saline, the diversity of
emergent vegetation declines and S. alterniflora becomes more dominant (Bradley et al. 1990,
Vasquez et al. 2006). These shifts may be more pronounced in marshes with a limited tidal range
such as the northern Gulf of Mexico. As brackish marshes retreat shoreward, there is also the
potential for the loss of wildlife or fisheries habitat (Galbraith et al. 2002, O’Connell et al. 2005).
The effect of salinity on the uptake of metals by S. alterniflora has not yet been reported
widely in the literature. A technical report (Hull and Shann 1982) suggests that salinity influences
metal uptake and translocation when S. alterniflora is grown in hydroponic culture at moderate
(0 or 15 psu) salinities. Salinity has been shown to influence metal uptake in other salt marsh
plants, primarily dicots, through field surveys (Fitzgerald et al. 2003) and greenhouse experiments
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(Kadukova and Kalogerakis 2007). As part of a study to better understand the potential for metal
transfer from salt marsh sediments to the consumers associated with S. alterniflora, an experiment was designed to test the following hypotheses:
• Salinity does not influence the uptake and distribution of metals in the tissues of S.
alterniflora.
• Salinity does not influence the amount and proportion of metals excreted on the leaf
surface of S. alterniflora.
Materials and methods
In order to examine the effects of salinity on the transfer of metals from sediments to
Spartina alterniflora, and in particular, the potential for transfer of metals through excreted salts,
a greenhouse study was employed using dredge material experimentally contaminated with a
mixture of six metals (Cd, Cu, Cr, Pb, Ni, Zn). The salinity of the overlying water was maintained
at one of three treatment levels; 0 psu, 15 psu, 30 psu. The metals associated with S. alterniflora
were quantified by sampling the salts secreted by S. alterniflora leaves, the aboveground biomass
(leaves and stems separately) and the belowground biomass.
Experimental Design
A greenhouse located on the LSU campus in Baton Rouge, Louisiana (USA) was used.
Replicate plants were maintained on a wet table (approximately 1.2 m x 3 m) and had been
cultivated there for at least 6 months prior to the start of the experiment. The experiment ran
concurrently with the experiment reported in Chapter 2 for 60 days from July through September
2003 with a natural photoperiod of approximately 14:10 light:dark and a mean ambient temperature of 26°C.
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Stems of S. alterniflora (var. Vermillion) were propagated from stock acquired from the
USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service Plant Material Center in Golden Meadow, LA. A
single variety was used to reduce the genetic variation between the stems. After several months
of growth in fresh water to allow the development of a healthy root system, the S. alterniflora was
acclimated to 15 psu artificial seawater (InstantOcean, hereafter ASW) over a period of three
weeks. Two days prior to the start of the experiment young, healthy stems were separated from
pots and kept in tap water until use.
Sediments were collected from an area of un-vegetated dredge material deposition along
a canal (the Flotation Canal) in the Port Fourchon area along Bayou LaFourche in Louisiana.
Approximately 150 L of sediment was collected and brought back to the laboratory where debris
> 1 cm were removed by sieving. The sediment was homogenized before a sub-sample was used
to create contaminated sediment. Metal salts (CdSO4, K2Cr2O7, CuCl2, NiCl2, Pb(NO3)2, and
ZnCl2) were dissolved in lightly acidified Milli-Q water at concentrations derived from values previously recorded in dredge material collected from Port Fourchon. Contaminated sediment was
made up by slowly dripping the dissolved metals into dredge sediment while they were continuously stirred. The concentration of metals in the experimental sediment was greater than the ER-L
(effects range low) without exceeding the ER-M (effects range median) values proposed by Long
et al (1995) for most metals (Table 3.1). The newly contaminated sediment was used to fill 3 2.8
L pots 1/3 full. Replicate pots and buckets of excess sediment were stored in a cold room for two
weeks to allow the sediment treatment to age before being used in the experiment.
Three stems of S. alterniflora that had been previously separated were randomly assigned
to each pot and excess sediment in the buckets was used to fill the pots. Individual pots were set
inside tubs on the greenhouse tables to isolate them from all other treatments. Salinity treatments
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Table 3.1 Concentrations (µg/g dry weight) of metals in the experimental sediment at the start of
the experiment and comparison to metal concentrations of other dredge materials. Experimental
sediment and unpublished values are means of two sub-samples with standard deviations of
less than 10%. Sabine NWR values given are the reported mean (± SD) and the Savannah River
values given are the minimum and maximum reported values for dredge spoil.
Cd

Cr

Cu

Ni

Pb

Zn

This study

8.1

69.8

57.4

74.5

102.2

191.1

Sabine NWR, LA

Gauthreaux et al
1998

--

18.1
(3.8)

13.6
(1.8)

12.1
(3.2)

5.6
(0.4)

41.0
(8.1)

Savannah River,
SC/GA

Winger et al 2000

0.3,
1.3

40.9,
114.3

14.9,
27.6

15.6,
30.0

16.5,
31.1

61.2,
125.7

S. Mahon,
unpublished
Floatation Canal,
S. Mahon,
Fourchon, LA
unpublished
Sediment guidelines
ER - L
Long et al 1995

2.3

35.9

29.5

29.8

93.3

98.7

5.4

28.8

17.9

32.1

11.8

77.6

1.2

81

34

20.9

46.7

150

ER - M

9.6

370

270

51.6

218

410

Experimental sediment
Dredge materials

Port Fourchon, LA

Long et al 1995

Notes:
Port Fourchon, LA – dredge material placed for land creation to expand port facilities.
Flotation Canal, (Fourchon, LA) – dredge material placed for marsh creation/restoration.
Sabine NWR, LA – dredge material from maintenance dredging of Calcasieu ship channel used in marsh
creation/restoration.
Savannah River, SC/GA – dredge material from maintenance dredging of the lower Savannah River.

were randomly assigned to each tub which was partially filled (approximately 10 cm depth) with
either 0 psu, 15 psu, or 30 psu ASW. Twice weekly, approximately 500 mL of water from the tubs
was poured onto the sediment surface. The pots were then placed on lifts within the tubs to allow
the water to drain through the pots. After all overlying water had drained, the lifts were removed
which resulted in the sediment surface being at least 5 cm above the water surface, which maintained sediment moisture. Treatments were maintained for two months and additional water was
added as needed to maintain water levels and salinity in the tubs. Every two weeks the tubs were
shifted on the greenhouse table to minimize position effects.
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Sample Collection
Solar radiation and air temperature were recorded weekly at multiple points along the
table using a Li-Cor LI-1400 data logger with a LI-190SA quantum sensor (LI-COR, Inc.; Lincoln,
NE) and standard laboratory thermometer respectively. Salinity in individual tubs as well as water
temperature was recorded using a YSI 85 multi-meter (YSI Incorporated; Yellow Springs, OH).
Sediment redox measurements were taken from multiple pots midway through the experiment
using Pt wire electrodes and a calomel reference electrode.
One week prior to the conclusion of the experiment all leaves were washed with de-ionized water (hereafter ‘DI water’) to remove any salts on the leaf surface. After allowing the salts
to accumulate for 6 days, salts were collected for analysis. Three salt wipes were collected for a
single plant in each pot and pooled ( . 2001b). Salt wipes consisted of Whatman® filter papers (70
mm diameter) dampened with DI water that were used to wipe both sides of a single leaf twice.
To minimize the variation in salt excretion associated with leaf age, the uppermost, bottommost
and a middle leaf were sampled on each plant. Immediately following salt collection the leaves
sampled for salts were collected and placed in Ziploc® bags.
Stems of plants sampled for salts were also collected as representative aboveground
biomass. These samples were cut at the sediment surface and placed in Ziploc® bags. The
belowground biomass associated with the sampled stem was separated from the bulk of the
sediment and placed in a Ziploc® bag to be analyzed as root tissue. In the lab the leaf and
stem tissues were separated using a razor and root material was separated from any remaining
sediments by washing with DI water. All tissues were washed with DI water before being blotted
dry and wet weights measured. After drying in a 60°C oven for a minimum of 48 h, dry weights
were measured. Root samples were coarsely chopped by hand using a razor and leaf and stem
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samples were ground in a stainless steel coffee grinder before being ashed in a muffle furnace at
480°C.
Due to sediment compaction over the course of the experiment it was not possible to collect cores from the pots. Sediments were extremely cohesive and could be removed from pots as
a block. After sediments were removed from the pot, a plastic spatula was used to slice the sediment block in quarters to provide access to interior sediments that had not been in contact with
the pot. Sediment samples (approximately 4 cm3) were taken from interior sediments at three
depths (0-1 cm, 3-4 cm and 6-7 cm). Wet weights were recorded before samples were dried in the
oven at 60°C and dry weights were recorded. After drying, sediment samples were ground using a
glass mortar and pestle. A sub-sample of the sediment was used for organic matter analysis using
the loss-on-ignition (LOI) technique presented in Snyder et al. (2004). The percent organic matter
determined through LOI was used to calculate the percent organic carbon in the sediment.
Organic Carbon = 0.4 (LOI)+0.0025 (LOI)2.

(Craft et al. 1991)

Metal Analysis
All samples were digested by refluxing in 70% HNO3 at 120°C for at least 48 h until NO2
was no longer evolved (determined by visual inspection) (modified from Millward et al. 2004). For
all sample types, the appropriate blanks and reference materials were included. Blanks, consisting
of 3 filter papers dampened with DI water, were included for the salt wipes. Sediment samples
were approximately 1 g. Prior to digestion any visible fine root material was removed from the
sample. Reference material consisting of SRM 1646a (estuarine sediment) was dried along with
the sediment samples. Salt wipes and sediment samples were initially digested in 5 mL of 70%
HNO3 before being concentrated through evaporation to a volume of approximately 2.5 mL. The
sample was then diluted to 50 mL using Milli-Q water prior to analysis. Approximately 0.5 g of
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Table 3.2 Evaluation of analytical method used. Al and Fe are expressed as % of the total
sediment weight (dry weight) and all other metals are expressed as ppm (µg/g dry weight). The
NIST values are certified means calculated from multiple analytical methods for each sample
type. The ICP-ES values were calculated from SRM samples included with the experimental
samples. The difference between the two values is shown. Values marked with an asterisk are
non-certified values provided by the NIST.
Cd
Cr
SRM 1646a (estuarine sediment)
NIST
0.148
40.9
ICP-ES
4.18
30.51
% difference
+2725
-25

Cu

Ni

Pb

Zn

Al

Fe

10.01
9.41
-6

23*
27.71
20

11.7
9.00
-23

48.9
47.57
-3

2.297
1.58
-31

2.008
1.65
-17

SRM 1547 (peach leaves)
NIST
0.026
ICP-ES
0.12
% difference
+380

3.7
3.17
-14

0.69
0.67
-2

0.87
0.71
-18

17.9
16.74
-6

----

----

1*
0.86
-14

ash-free plant material was digested in 2.5 mL 70% HNO3 and these samples were concentrated
to approximately 1.25 mL before being diluted using Milli-Q water to a final volume of 25 mL.
Samples of reference material consisting of SRM 1547 (peach leaves) was included with the S.
alterniflora samples and processed in the same manner. The smaller final volume was used for
S. alterniflora tissue samples to help avoid diluting samples beyond the detection limits for the
method. Samples were filtered through a 0. 2 µm filter before being analyzed using an ICP-ES
(Perkin-Elmer DV 3300 ICP Spectrometer). Comparison of the SRM materials processed during the metal analysis with the reported NIST values showed that except for Cd, all metals were
recovered and detected adequately (Table 3.2).
Metals in plant tissue were calculated as µg metal/g dry weight, and metals in excreted
salts were expressed as µg metal/g dry weight/day. Metal values in leaves were determined by
combining the sub-sample taken during the collection of salts and a sub-sample consisting of
all other leaves on the plant. For some plant tissue samples, more material was collected from a
replicate than could be processed as a single sample. In these instances, the sample was divided
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into 2 sub-samples that were independently processed. After sub-sample processing, the values
obtained were summed to calculate a single value for the sample. Metal concentrations that had
been expressed as μg metal/g dry weight were multiplied by the total sub-sample weight to allow
the total μg metal in the sample to be calculated. This value was then divided by the total dry
weight of plant tissue that was analyzed in both sub-samples. The total metal (µg) of each metal
associated with a plant was calculated using the weight of each tissue and the total dry weight of
the leaves sampled for salts. The proportional distribution of each metal to the different tissues
and excreted salts was then calculated as the percent total metal content of the plant. The concentration of metals in the excreted salts was extrapolated to 60 days to allow for a more direct
comparison with metal concentrations in the S. alterniflora tissue samples when calculating the
proportional distribution of metals. Sediment data was calculated as µg metal based on dry weight.
Statistics
The influence of salinity on the distribution of plant biomass between the tissues (root,
stem, leaf) to salinity was tested with a one way multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA)
using SAS proc GLM.
A MANOVA was performed using SAS proc GLM for each metal to test the effect of
salinity on total metal content of the plant and the proportional distribution of metals. The variables initially analyzed were the total metal in the plant, the proportion of total metal in the root
tissue, stem tissue, leaf tissue, and in excreted salts. Response variables were log transformed as
necessary to meet assumptions of normality and heteroscedasticity prior to analysis, but the untransformed values were used for plots.
A second set of MANOVAs were performed to test the effect of salinity on the metal concentration of root tissue, stem tissue, leaf tissue and excreted salts. These response variables were
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log-transformed as necessary prior to analysis in order to meet the assumptions of the MANOVA.
To distinguish significant differences between treatments for each response variable, the least
square means were calculated and compared using the Tukey-Kramer test of calculated least
square means. All response variables were plotted un-transformed on a log10 axis.
Results
Light intensity at the tops of the Spartina alterniflora stems ranged from 52 – 352 μmol
s-1m-2 over the duration of the experiment with values remaining consistent at all points on the
table during any given measurement period. The temperature of the water on the wet tables
ranged from 26 – 29°C. Air temperatures in the greenhouse were typically between 27 and 30°C
during the day. The treatment sediments consisted of 3.1% Al and 3.6% organic carbon (SD <
10% of mean). Redox values indicated that the sediment in most treatment pots was reduced (Eh
< 350 mV) and the mean Eh at 3 cm after 30 days was 162.1 mV ± 30.3 (mean ± SD, n = 6). This
indicates that N, Mn, and Fe would be reduced, but it is unlikely that sulfides would form (Mitsch
and Gosselink 2000) and bind the contaminant metals of interest.
Salinity did not influence the total amount of metal associated with S. alterniflora plants
or the proportional distribution of any metal throughout S. alterniflora when tested using a oneway MANOVA (Cd, Cr, Ni, Pb: F10, 4 < 4.30, p > 0.08; Cu and Zn: F8, 6 < 3.80, p > 0.06; Figure
3.1). There were no significant differences in the total biomass of S. alterniflora among any of
the treatments after growing for 2 months in the greenhouse (MANOVA: F6, 8 = 1.03, p = 0.4723;
results not shown). The average biomass of each tissue type was less than 2.0 g; leaf: 1.0 ± 0.3;
stem: 1.8 ± 0.5; root: 1.3 ± 0.9 (g dry weight, means ± S.D.).
The concentrations of only two metals, Pb and Zn, were significantly influenced by salinity as indicated by MANOVA (Pb: F8, 6 = 6.07, p = 0.0206; Zn: F8, 6 = 5.60, p = 0.0250). One-way
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Figure 3.1 The proportional distribution of each metal to each tissue type of S. alterniflora are
shown as shaded bars and defined using the left-hand axis. The total amount of metal (µg) in a
single plant for each treatment (mean ± SEM) is shown as points, with values given on the righthand axis. The proportional distribution of each metal and the total amount of metal were not
significantly influenced (p > 0.05) by the salinity treatment.
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Figure 3.1

Figure continued
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ANOVAs were run on the individual tissues for each of these metals and the Tukey-Kramer test
was used to determine differences in groups. For Pb, root tissue, leaf tissue, and excreted salts
were significantly influenced by salinity where as for Zn, only root tissue and excreted salts were
influenced by salinity. The MANOVAs of the concentrations of the remaining metals (Cr, Cu and
Ni) had non-significant p-values (F8, 6 < 4.25, p > 0.05) for the salinity treatments and no further
analyses were performed (Figure 3.2).
The concentration of Pb in excreted salts decreased significantly as the salinity increased
from 0 to 30 psu (F2, 6 = 10.91, p = 0.010), but only the 0 and 30 psu treatments differed significantly (Figure 3.2e). The concentration of Pb in leaf tissue was influenced by salinity with the
lowest concentration of Pb recorded in the 15 psu treatment, however, only the 30 psu treatment
was significantly greater (F2, 6 = 6.00, p = 0.0371, Figure 3.2e). The concentration of Pb in root tissue was significantly greater in the 15 psu treatment than in the 0 psu and 30 psu treatments (F2, 6
= 14.97, p = 0.0047, Figure 3.2e).
The concentration of Zn in excreted salts differed significantly among all salinity treatments (F2, 6 = 36.61, p = 0.0004). The concentration of Zn in excreted salts decreased as salinity
increased from 0 to 15 psu, but then increased as the salinity increased from 15 to 30 psu (Figure
3.2f). The concentration of Zn in root tissue was significantly greater in the 15 psu treatment than
in the 0 psu and 30 psu treatments (F2, 6 = 8.24, p = 0.0190, Figure 3.2f).
Discussion
For Spartina alterniflora, the only metals which responded significantly to the salinity
treatment were Pb and Zn. Several other metals showed non-significant trends in the proportional
distribution of metals (Cd, Cr, Ni, Pb, and Zn), in the concentrations within some tissues (Cd, Cr,
Ni, Pb, and Zn), or in the total metal burden of S. alterniflora (all metals). Treatment levels in this
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Figure 3.2 Mean tissue concentrations (µg/g ± SE) and the concentration of metals in excreted
salts (µg/g leaf/day ± SE) of S. alterniflora are shown on a log 10 scale. Arrows indicate where
zero values were recorded. The influence of salinity was non-significant (p > 0.050) for Cr, Cu,
and Ni. The influence of salinity was significant for Pb in excreted salts, leaf tissue, and root
tissue and for Zn in excreted salts and root tissue. The Tukey-Kramer test was used to identify
groups (indicated by letters) within each of these tissues.
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experiment were replicated only 3 times and it is possible that the lack of statistical significance of
these trends is due to the low power of the experimental design. Further work using a greater level
of replication would help to resolve the relevance of these trends.
The influence of salinity on Pb concentration of tissues has been shown for other marsh
plants (Aster: Fitzgerald et al. 2003, Tamarix: Manousaki et al. 2005, Kadukova and Kalogerakis
2007) but not in marsh grasses. Salinity influences the uptake and excretion of Pb by the salt
cedar, Tamarix smyrnensis, in a manner very similar to our results with S. alterniflora. The concentration of Pb in leaves of S. alterniflora in our study (Figure 3.2e) showed the same pattern as
the leaves of T. smyrnensis; the lowest concentrations of Pb were measured at intermediate levels
of salinity (S. alterniflora: 15 psu, T. smyrnensis: 5 psu) and higher tissue concentrations were
observed at both lower and higher salinity levels (Kadukova and Kalogerakis 2007).
Biomass results suggest that 5 psu is optimal for T. smyrnensis (peak biomass) growth
(Kadukova and Kalogerakis 2007) and this may allow the plant greater control over the uptake
of toxic cations than the sub-optimal growing conditions at 0 or 30 psu. Although there were no
significant effects of salinity on biomass in this study, other researchers have found S. alterniflora
growth to be influenced by salinity. Spartina alterniflora collected across a geographic range
consistently exhibits optimal growth between salinities of 10 – 15 psu (Adams 1963, Mooring et
al. 1971, Linthurst and Seneca 1981). It is possible that the decrease in the Pb concentration in the
15 psu treatment relative to the 0 and 30 psu treatments is due to the plants having greater control
over the uptake and translocation of contaminant metals than those which are stressed from growing in sub-optimal conditions. As a result, the plant would be able to limit the concentration of
potentially toxic Pb in photosynthetically active tissues such as the leaves.
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The peak in Pb concentration in the root tissue of S. alterniflora observed in the 15 psu
treatment provides additional support for the idea that Pb movement within the plant is limited
under optimal growth conditions. Kadukova and Kalogerakis (2007) reported similar results for
Pb in the roots of T. smyrnensis, although the peak in Pb concentration reported for the intermediate (5 psu) salinity was not significant. There was also a peak in the Zn concentration in the root
tissue of S. alterniflora in the 15 psu treatment. The elevated concentrations of Pb and Zn in roots
of S. alterniflora does not represent an overall increase in the body burden of these metals (since
there was no significant effect of salinity on the total metal content of the plant) and implies that a
larger fraction of the Pb and Zn is being retained in belowground biomass.
The lack of significant influence of the salinity treatments on the tissue concentration
of most metals agrees with previous studies that have correlated field observations of the metal
concentration of salt marsh plants with the salinity of overlying water (Cu, Ni, Zn: Drifmeyer
and Redd 1981, Cu and Pb: Fitzgerald et al. 2003). In a 2004 review, Weis and Weis suggest that
increasing the salinity of overlying water will increase the excretion of salt by S. alterniflora and
by association, increase the excretion of metals. Their hypothesis is based on the work of Kraus
et al. (1986) and Kraus (1988) which showed that S. alterniflora excretes metals on its leaf surface
using salt glands.
My results provide no support for this hypothesis, the concentration of Pb and Zn in
excreted salts decreased as salinity increased (Figures 3.2e, 3.2f) in this study. Other authors
have noted that in halophytes with salt glands, the concentration of Na excreted on the leaf
surface increased in response to salinity increases in the culture solution (Pollak and Waisel
1979, Hagemeyer and Waisel 1988). Hagemeyer and Waisel (1988) also noted that the excretion
of the divalent cation, Ca2+, decreased as salinity increased. The data for the excretion of Pb by S.
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alterniflora shows the same pattern. If S. alterniflora is increasing the amount of Na excreted on
the leaf surface, it might not be able to move as many divalent cations from the leaf tissue onto
the leaf surface.
In contrast to the constant decline of Pb in excreted salt as salinity increased, the concentration of Zn excreted in salts was lowest in the 15 psu treatment and greatest in the 0 psu
treatment (Figure 3.2f). As previously noted, the 15 psu treatment is where optimal growth and
functioning of S. alterniflora is expected (Adams 1963, Mooring et al. 1971, Linthurst and Seneca
1981). Similar to my results, Rozema et al. (1991) reported the greatest excretion of Zn by Spartina anglica occurred when plants were grown in freshwater (0 psu, 0 mM NaCl) and that Zn
excretion decreased at low salinities (300 - 500 mM NaCl). Although there were no differences
in the biomass of plants among the 3 salinity treatments I used, it is possible that more Zn was
utilized for biological processes at the optimal salinity (15 psu) or that S. alterniflora experienced
a reduced ability to regulate Zn uptake in the 0 and 30 psu treatments.
Conclusions
The results of this study indicated that changing salinity regimes in salt marshes are not
likely to influence the movement of most metals in S. alterniflora. However, the concentration of
Zn in excreted salts and root tissue and the concentration of Pb in excreted salts, leaf tissue, and
root tissue responded to increases in salinity. The results for Pb agree with studies of other salt
marsh and coastal species (Fitzgerald et al. 2003, Kadukova and Kalgerakis 2007) and highlight
the role salinity might play in altering the mobility and trophic availability of a toxic metal. Lead
is a metal of particular concern to society due to its known toxicity to humans, and environmental
management decisions are often made in order to reduce human exposure to environments or
foods that might be contaminated with Pb. The increase in Pb distribution to leaf tissue, which is
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the most labile tissue of S. alterniflora, at the 0 and 30 psu treatments raises questions about the
potential for the trophic transfer of this metal through the food chain to commercial species (e.g.
the blue crab, Callinectes sapidus) consumed by humans.
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CHAPTER 4 – THE ACCUMULATION AND
TRANSLOCATION OF METALS BY SPARTINA
ALTERNIFLORA (LOISEL.) IN RESPONSE TO CHANGES
IN METAL CONTAMINATION, SEDIMENT TYPE AND
SALINITY

Introduction
Determining the concentration of metals in different tissues will help to predict the available pool of metals for trophic transfer, but it gives little information about how well a plant’s
metal concentration reflects the environment or how the concentration of metals in different tissues relate to each other. There are alternative ways to address the question of metal uptake and
distribution by plants in wetlands. These include “Concentration Factors” (CF), which relate the
concentration of metals in the plant to the concentration of metals in the sediment and “Translocation Factors” (TF), which relate the concentration of metals in different tissues to each other
(Alberts et al 1990, Otte et al. 1991, Deng et al. 2004, Roy et al. 2005).
CFs may be more environmentally relevant than TFs as they can be used to classify plants
as “accumulators” or “excluders” of metals. However, a plant could have different classifications for different metals (Stoltz and Greger 2002, Duman et al. 2007, Maiti and Jaiswal 2007).
Additionally, TFs can be used to help describe a plant’s physiological response to increased body
burdens of metals by describing the movement of metals among plant tissues. A plant might accumulate metals from the environment as indicated by a high CF, but exclude those same metals
from aboveground tissues, resulting in a low TF. The common reed, Phragmites australis, shows
this behavior and would make it a candidate for an in situ remediation project where the goal was
to sequester metals within marsh sediment (Windham et al. 2001, Weis and Weis 2004). If the
goal was to remove metals from contaminated soil, a manager might look for a plant with both
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a high CF, an ‘accumulator’, and a high TF. Such a combination would lead to metals not only
being taken up by the plant, but also translocated within the plant to aboveground tissues, allowing the metals to be removed from the system through the harvesting of aboveground tissues.
Concentration factors have been shown to vary between plant groups (monocotyledons
and dicotyledons), as well as between metals (Cu and Pb) within a species in response to changes
in salinity (Fitzgerald et al. 2003). One of the earliest reports of CFs for different tissues of Spartina spp. reported minimal variations between the tissues studied (leaf, stem, and belowground
tissue) but the CFs varied up to two orders of magnitude among the different metals (Alberts et al.
1990). In experimental work, multiple metals have been shown to alter CFs, as seen for the CF of
Pb in leaf tissue of the mangrove, Avicennia marina, which increased in the presence of Zn (MacFarlane and Burchett 2002).
The translocation of metals from belowground tissue to aboveground tissues is frequently
reported in the literature as a root:shoot ratio, and is often a component of field studies (Alberts
et al. 1990, Fitzgerald et al. 2003, Windham et al. 2003). Fitzgerald et al. (2003) reported root:
shoot ratios of Cu and Pb for a community of salt marsh plants in Ireland and found that there
were differences between plant species in the translocation of a single metal as well as differences
in the translocation of Cu and Pb within a single species. In particular, the translocation of Cu
aboveground was more than twice that of Pb for Spartina spp. (Fitzgerald et al. 2003). The root:
shoot ratio is also susceptible to interactions of multiple metals, Zn has been shown to increase the
root:shoot ratio of Pb in A. marina (MacFarlane and Burchett 2002). Reports of the ratio between
excreted salts and leaf concentration are not as widespread in the literature as studies examining
the root:shoot ratio, possibly due to the increased complexity involved in collecting excreted salts
in the field. Hagemeyer and Waisel (1988) reported an increase in the salt:shoot ratio of Cd over a
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week in Tamarix aphylla grown hydroponically. The ratio of a metal between leaf and stem tissue
can be used to describe the restriction of metal movement to photosynthetic tissues. Windham et
al. (2001) report leaf:stem ratios for P. australis and S. alterniflora grown under varying levels of
Pb contamination.
In this chapter, I calculated the CFs for Spartina alterniflora tissues (root, stem, and leaf)
and excreted salts using data collected from a greenhouse experiment. I also calculated several
TFs to examine a variety of metal distributions that could have physiological implications for S.
alterniflora or environmental implications for salt marshes. The calculated CFs and TFs were then
tested to determine if they changed in response to the level of metal contamination in the sediment, the type of sediment or the salinity of the overlying water.
Materials and methods
The data used were obtained during concurrent greenhouse experiments investigating the
effect of salinity and the combined effects of sediment type and metal concentration on the metal
concentration of different tissues and excreted salts of S. alterniflora. In a fully nested design the
influence of two types of sediment (naturally deposited marsh sediment and dredged sediment)
and three levels of metal contamination (control: no metals added, low: metals equal to concentrations recorded in dredge sediment added, and high: metals 5x concentrations added in the low
treatment) on the uptake and excretion of metal by S. alterniflora were tested. The full details of
this experiment can be found in Chapter 2. In a concurrent experiment, the influence of three levels of salinity (0 psu, 15 psu, and 30 psu) on the uptake and excretion of metals by S. alterniflora
were tested using dredge sediment with low metal treatment. The full details of this experiment
can be found in Chapter 3.
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The concentrations of metals in tissues were reported as µg metal/g dry weight of tissue.
In order to compare the concentrations of metals in excreted salts with the concentrations in tissues, the excreted salt values were extrapolated from the 6-day salt-collection period to the 60-day
experiment. Metal concentrations in excreted salts were reported as µg metal/g dry weight of leaf
tissue. In order to compare the metal concentration of aboveground tissues, the concentration of
the leaf tissue and stem tissue were combined using Equation 4.1.
(µg metalleaf+µg metalstem)/(g dry wtleaf+g dry wtstem) = [metal]above

Equation 4.1

Concentration Factor (CF) Calculations
The concentration of each metal in S. alterniflora tissues was divided by the concentration
of that metal in the upper 3-4 cm of sediments (Equation 4.2 – modified from Alberts et al. 1990).
The concentration of each metal in salts excreted by S. alterniflora was divided by the concentration of that metal in upper 3-4 cm of sediments. The CF salt has not been reported before in
the literature, likely due to the rinsing of salts from the leaf surface prior to analysis which has
occurred in the majority of studies looking at S. alterniflora. The intermediate depth of sediment
was used to avoid any surface enrichment from the rinsing of leaves 6 days prior to sample collection, and because that was the depth with the greatest root biomass. A concentration factor > 1
indicates that the tissue or the excreted salts have accumulated metal relative to the sediment.
[metal]tissue/[metal]sediment = CFtissue

Equation 4.2

Translocation Factor (TF) Calculations
The aboveground tissue concentration was calculated as described above (Equation 4.1).
The belowground tissue concentration was represented by the concentration of each metal in the
root tissue. The translocation factor was calculated as the metal concentration of the aboveground
tissues relative to the metal concentration of the belowground tissues (Equation 4.3 – modified
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from Alberts et al. 1990, Windham et al. 2001). A TF < 1 indicates that the movement of metals
to aboveground tissues is restricted in S. alterniflora.
[metal]above/[metal]root = TFabove

Equation 4.3

To determine the relative distribution of metals between structural tissues and photosynthetically active tissues the metal concentration of the leaf tissue was compared to the metal
concentration of stem tissue (Equation 4.4 – modified from Windham et al. 2001). A TF < 1
indicates that the movement of metals into sensitive photosynthetic tissues is restricted in S. alterniflora.
[metal]leaf/[metal]stem = TFleaf

Equation 4.4

The excretion of metals on the leaf surface as salts by some salt marsh plants has been
interpreted to be a mechanism for metal depuration (MacFarlane and Burchett 1999, Burke et
al. 2000). Here we use the relative distribution of metals between the leaf tissue and the excreted
salts to assess S. alterniflora’s ability to move metals from the leaf tissue to the leaf surface. To
determine the retention of metals in tissue relative to excretion as salts, the metal concentration
of excreted salts was compared to the metal concentration of leaf tissue (Equation 4.5 – modified
from Hagemeyer and Waisel 1988). A TF > 1 indicates that metals are preferentially excreted on
the leaf surface rather than being retained within the leaf tissue of S. alterniflora.
[metal]salt/[metal]leaf = TFsalt

Equation 4.5

Statistics
Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed for each calculated CF or TF for all metals
using SAS proc GLM. Two ANOVA designs were used. A two-way ANOVA was performed
using sediment type and metal contamination as factors. Three levels of metal contamination,
‘control’, ‘low’, and ‘high’ were used in combination with two sediment types, ‘dredge’ and ‘natural’
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sediments. The design was fully nested with all metal treatments represented in all sediment
types. A one-way ANOVA was performed to examine the effect of salinity. This design included
only one sediment type and one level of metal contamination (dredge sediment, low metal
contamination) while three levels of salinity (0 psu, 15 psu, and 30 psu) were tested. The results
of the ANOVAs were determined to be significant when p ≤ 0.05. When significant effects were
observed, least square means were calculated and compared using the Tukey-Kramer test to
distinguish significant differences between treatments for each response variable.
The response variables analyzed included CFsalt, CFleaf, CFstem, CFroot, TFabove, TFleaf, and
TFsalt for each metal. The combination of analyzing 7 response variables for 6 metals resulted in
42 two-way ANOVAs and 42 one-way ANOVAs, and there was no correction for multiple tests. If
necessary, the calculated CFs or TFs were transformed prior to analysis to meet the assumptions
of the ANOVA test. For most metals, this required a log(x) or a log(x+1) transformation (using
either a base e or a base 10), some variables required an inverse (1/x) or square root (√x) transformation to meet assumptions.
Results
Cadmium
The CFs for Cd were significantly influenced by metal contamination, interactions
between sediment type and metal contamination, and salinity. The accumulation of Cd in
excreted salts (CFsalt) was significantly influenced by the interaction between metal contamination and sediment type (F3, 8 = 6.67, p = 0.0144, Figure 4.1A). The CFsalt for Cd decreased from
the control treatment to the low treatment; however, this pattern was significant only for plants
grown in natural sediment (F1, 8 = 8.67, p = 0.0186). The CF for leaf and stem tissues increased
significantly from the control treatment to the high treatment (CFleaf: F2, 18 = 20.41, p < 0.0001,
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Figure 4.1 The influence of metal contamination (C = control, L = low, H = high) and sediment
type (N = natural, D = dredge) on metal concentration factors (CFs) for S. alterniflora excreted
salts (a), leaf tissue (b), stem tissue (c), and root tissue (d). Tukey-Kramer tests were used to
determine the letter groups within each CF. Treatments that differed significantly do not share a
common letter. Significant differences between sediment types are indicated with ‘D > N’ or ‘N
> D’. The p-values derived from two-way ANOVAs for each CF are presented in Table 4.1.
Figure continued
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Table 4.1 Two-way ANOVA analyses of the effects of sediment type (sediment) and level of
metal contamination (metal) on CFs of metals in S. alterniflora. Each CF was tested separately
and compared the concentration of a metal in the tissue with the sediment concentration. See
Figure 4.1 for the groups determined using the Tukey-Kramer test. For p-values marked with an
asterisk, the full model ANOVA was insignificant at α = 0.05.

Metal
treatment
Cd
sediment
metal
sediment*metal

CFsalt
p
0.9779
0.0808
0.0186

CFleaf
CFstem
p
p
0.1836
0.0631
<0.0001 <0.0001
0.0655
0.1900

CFroot
p
0.8224
0.0015
0.0347

0.1260
0.0205
0.8127

0.2737
0.0754
0.6661

Cr

sediment
metal
sediment*metal

0.3833
0.0005
0.6355

0.0020
0.0265
0.0265

Cu

sediment
0.0912
0.0025
0.0029
metal
<0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001
sediment*metal 0.0346
0.3402
0.7172

0.1506
0.0375
0.1551

Ni

sediment
metal
sediment*metal

Pb

sediment
0.2581
0.2218
metal
<0.0001 <0.0001
sediment*metal 0.0079
0.2736

0.6008
0.0229
0.0152

0.2986
0.1547
0.0465*

Zn

sediment
0.9250
0.7720
metal
<0.0001 <0.0001
sediment*metal 0.3666
0.0526

0.9307
0.5848
0.0526

0.8983
<0.0001
0.0090

0.5405
0.0526
0.1753

0.0079
0.0037 0.9765
<0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001
0.2926
0.4871 0.0784

Figure 4.1b; CFstem: F2, 18 = 26.26, p < 0.0001, Figure 4.1c). The CF for root tissue was significantly
influenced by the interaction between metal contamination and sediment type (F5, 17 = 5.65, p =
0.0030, Figure 4.1d). The CFroot for Cd increased from the control treatment to the high treatment;
however, this pattern was significant only for plants grown in natural sediment (F2, 17 = 4.12, p =
0.0347). The CF for root tissue was also influenced by salinity (interactions of salinity with metal
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contamination or sediment type were not tested) and the CFroot was significantly greater in the 15
psu treatment than in the 0 psu and 30 psu treatments (F2, 6 = 21.47, p = 0.0018, Figure 4.2D).
The TFabove was significantly influenced by salinity but not by metal contamination or
sediment type (Table 4.3, Table 4.4). The TFabove for Cd increased significantly from the 15 psu
treatment to the 30 psu treatment (F2, 6 = 11.23, p = 0.0094, Figure 4.4a). TFsalt was significantly
influenced by the interaction between metal contamination and sediment type (F3, 8 = 9.81, p =
0.0047, Figure 4.3c); the TFsalt for Cd decreased from the control treatment to the low treatment,
however this pattern was significant only for plants grown in natural sediment (F1, 8 = 15.57, p =
0.0043). TFleaf for Cd was not significantly influenced by metal contamination, sediment type or
salinity (Table 4.3, Table 4.4).
Chromium
The CFs for excreted salts and stem tissue were significantly influenced by metal contamination. The CFsalt for Cr decreased significantly from the control treatment to the high treatment
(F2, 13 = 5.32, p = 0.0205, Figure 4.1a). The CFstem decreased significantly as metal contamination
increased (F2, 18 = 12.05, p = 0.0005, Figure 4.1c); the control treatment was greater than the low
and high treatments. The CFroot was significantly influenced by the interaction of metal contamination and sediment type (F5, 17 = 4.85, p = 0.0061, Figure 4.1d). The CFroot for Cr was significantly
greater in the NC treatment than in the DL treatment (F2, 17 = 4.53, p = 0.0265); however these two
treatments were not significantly different from any of the other treatments. The CF for root tissue
was also significantly influenced by salinity and the CFroot was significantly greater in the 15 psu
treatment than in the 0 psu and 30 psu treatments (F2, 16 = 10.65, p = 0.0106, Figure 4.2D). CFleaf
was not significantly influenced by metal contamination, sediment type or salinity (Table 4.1,
Table 4.2).
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Figure 4.2 The influence of salinity (0 psu, 15 psu, 30 psu) on metal CFs for S. alterniflora
excreted salts (a), leaf tissue (b), stem tissue (c), and root tissue (d). Tukey-Kramer tests were
used to determine the letter groups within each CF. Treatments that differed significantly do no
share a common letter. The p-values derived from one-way ANOVAs for each CF are presented
in Table 4.2.
Figure continued
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Table 4.2 One-way ANOVA analyses of the effect of salinity on CFs of metals in S. alterniflora.
Each CF was tested separately and compared the concentration of a metal in the tissue with the
sediment concentration. See Figure 4.2 for the groups determined using the Tukey-Kramer test.
CFsalt

CFleaf

CFstem

CFroot

Metal

F2, 7

p

F2, 7

p

F2, 7

p

Cd
Cr

0.56
1.03

0.5937
0.4052

1.02
1.58

0.4099
0.2723

4.11
0.61

0.0661
0.5712

21.47
10.65

0.0018
0.0106

Cu

0.51

0.6228

2.99

0.1155

1.39

0.3093

3.37

0.1043

Ni

2.05

0.1993

1.75

0.2418

1.76

0.2411

4.05

0.0770

Pb

8.44

0.0136

9.45

0.0103

1.32

0.3264

14.65

0.0049

Zn

27.50

0.0005

5.12

0.0426

1.89

0.2208

7.85

0.0212

F2, 6

p

The TFabove for Cr was significantly influenced by metal contamination but not by sediment type and salinity. TFabove decreased significantly as metal contamination increased from the
control treatment to the low and high treatments (F2, 17 = 7.80, p = 0.0040, Figure 4.3a). TFleaf and
TFsalt for Cr were not significantly influenced by metal contamination, sediment type or salinity
(Table 4.3, Table 4.4).
Copper
The CFs for Cu were significantly influenced by metal contamination and sediment type,
but not by salinity. The CF in excreted salts was influenced by the interaction of metal contamination and sediment type (F5, 17 = 12.52, p < 0.0001, Figure 4.1a). The CFsalt for Cu decreased
significantly from the control treatment to the high treatment for both sediment types (F2, 17 =
26.28, p < 0.0001); however, the low treatment differed significantly from the control treatment
only for plants grown in natural sediment. The CFs for leaf and stem tissues were independently
influenced by metal contamination and sediment type. The CFleaf decreased significantly from the
control treatment to the low and high treatments (F2, 18 = 22.54, p < 0.0001, Figure 4.1b). The CF
for stem tissue decreased significantly as metal contamination increased (F2, 18 = 34.97, p < 0.0001,
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Figure 4.1c), and all metal treatments were significantly different from each other. The CF for
leaf and stem tissue was always significantly greater for plants grown in dredge sediment than for
plants grown in natural sediment (CFleaf; F1, 18 = 12.27, p = 0.0025; CFstem; F1, 18 = 11.87, p = 0.0029).
The CF for root tissue increased significantly from the control treatment to the high treatment (F2,
17

= 4.01, p = 0.0375, Figure 4.1d).
The calculated TFs for Cu were significantly influenced by metal contamination and salin-

ity but not by sediment type. The TFabove for Cu decreased significantly as metal contamination
increased (F2, 17 = 45.34, p < 0.0001, Figure 4.3a) and all metal treatments were significantly different from each other. The TFleaf for Cu increased significantly as salinity increased from 0 psu to
30 psu (F2, 7 = 8.47, p = 0.0135, Figure 4.4b). TFsalt for Cu was not significantly influenced by metal
contamination, sediment type or salinity (Table 4.3, Table 4.4).
Nickel
The Ni CFs for leaf and stem tissues were independently influenced by metal contamination and sediment type. The CFleaf increased significantly from the control treatment to the high
treatment (F2, 18 = 19.86, p < 0.0001, Figure 4.1b). The CFstem decreased significantly from the
control treatment to the low and high treatments (F2, 18 = 16.94, p < 0.0001, Figure 4.1c). The CFleaf
was always significantly greater for plants grown in natural sediment and the CFstem was always
significantly greater for plants grown in dredge sediment (CFleaf; F1, 18 = 8.91, p = 0.0079; CFstem;
F1, 18 = 11.14, p = 0.0037). The CFroot decreased significantly from the control treatment to the low
and high treatments (F2, 17 = 22.86, p < 0.0001, Figure 4.1d).
The TFabove decreased significantly in the low-metal treatment (F2, 17 = 6.22, p = 0.0094,
Figure 4.3a). TFleaf for Ni was not significantly influenced by metal contamination, sediment
type or salinity (Table 4.3, Table 4.4). TFsalt for Ni was significantly influenced by the interaction
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Figure 4.3 The influence of metal contamination (C = control, L = low, H = high) and sediment
type (N = natural, D = dredge) on metal translocation factors (TFs) between aboveground and
belowground tissues (a), leaf and stem tissues (b), and excreted salts and leaf tissue (c) of S.
alterniflora. Tukey-Kramer tests were used to determine letter groups within each TF. Treatments
that differed significantly do not share a common letter. The p-vales derived from two-way
ANOVAs for each TF are presented in Table 4.3.
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Table 4.3 Two-way ANOVA analyses of the effects of sediment type (sediment) and level
of metal contamination (metal) on TFs of metals in S. alterniflora. The TFs compare the
concentration of metals between aboveground (leaf and stem) and belowground (root) tissues
(TFabove), compare the leaf and stem tissues (TFleaf ) and compare excreted salt and leaf tissue
(TFsalt). Each TF was tested separately. See Figure 4.3 for the groups determined using the TukeyKramer test. For p-values marked with an asterisk, the full model ANOVA was insignificant at α
= 0.05.

Metal
treatment
Cd sediment
metal
sediment*metal

TFabove
p
0.2471
0.9278
0.2808

TFleaf
p
0.6070
0.1904
0.6356

TFsalt
p
0.1702
0.0817
0.0043

0.1501
0.0040
0.1715

Cr

sediment
metal
sediment*metal

0.9582
0.2515
0.5015

0.5747
0.1173
0.6231

Cu

sediment
0.1022 0.1875
metal
<0.0001 0.8453
sediment*metal 0.2525 0.1647

0.2444
0.0475*
0.1541

Ni

sediment
metal
sediment*metal

0.0841
0.0094
0.3238

0.9441
0.0580
0.3446

0.0269
0.0001
0.0328

Pb

sediment
metal
sediment*metal

0.1384
0.3893
0.6669

0.8654 0.4916
0.0170 <0.0001
0.0396 0.0038

Zn

sediment
0.3252 0.9429 0.9576
metal
<0.0001 0.0003 <0.0001
sediment*metal 0.2637 0.6583 0.8112

between metal contamination and sediment type (F5, 17 = 9.52, p = 0.0002, Figure 4.3c). TFsalt
decreased as metal contamination increased; however, the decrease was significant for plants
grown in natural sediment from the control to the high treatment, and from the low to the high
treatment for plants grown in dredge sediment (F2, 7 = 4.20, p = 0.0328, Figure 4.3c).
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Lead
The CF of Pb for excreted salts was significantly influenced by the interaction of metal
contamination and sediment type (F5, 17 = 58.59, p < 0.0001, Figure 4.1a). The CFsalt for Pb
decreased from the control treatment to the low treatment in both sediment types; however
plants grown in dredge sediment exhibited a significant decrease in CFsalt between low and high
treatments (F2, 17 = 6.53, p = 0.0079). The CFsalt was also influenced by salinity and the CFsalt was
significantly lower in the 30 psu treatment than in the 0 psu treatment (F2, 7 = 8.44, p = 0.0136,
Figure 4.2a). The CFleaf was significantly greater in the low-metal treatment than in the control
and high-metal treatments (F2, 18 = 20.50, p < 0.0001, Figure 4.1b). The CF for leaf tissue was also
influenced by salinity and the CFleaf was significantly lower in the 15 psu treatment than in the
0 psu and 30 psu treatments (F2, 7 = 9.45, p = 0.0103, Figure 4.2b). The CF for stem tissue was
significantly influenced by the interaction between metal contamination and sediment type (F5, 18 =
4.07, p = 0.0120, Figure 4.1c). For plants grown in dredge sediment, the CFstem increased from the
control treatment to the high-metal treatment; however there was no significant change for plants
grown in natural sediment (F2, 18 = 5.33, p = 0.0152). The CFroot was significantly greater in the 15
psu treatment than in the 0 psu and 30 psu treatments (F2, 6 = 14.65, p = 0.0049, Figure 4.2D).
The TFabove for Pb was not significantly influenced by metal contamination, sediment type
or salinity (Table 4.3, Table 4.4). The TFleaf for Pb was by influenced by metal contamination and
TFleaf was significantly lower in the low treatment than in the control or high treatments (F2, 18 =
5.15, p = 0.0020, Figure 4.3b). The TFsalt was influenced by the interaction between metal contamination and sediment type (F5, 17 = 28.34, p < 0.0001, Figure 4.3c). The TFsalt decreased significantly
as metal contamination increased from the control to the high-metal treatment, however, the TFsalt
was significantly different for all treatments only for plants grown in natural sediment (F2,1 7 =
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Figure 4.4 The influence of salinity (0 psu, 15 psu, 30 psu) on metal TFs between aboveground
and belowground tissues (a), leaf and stem tissues (b), and excreted salts and leaf tissue (c) of S.
alterniflora. Tukey-Kramer tests were used to determine letter groups within each TF. Treatments
that differed significantly do not share a common letter. The p-vales derived from one-way
ANOVAs for each TF are presented in Table 4.4.
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Table 4.4 One-way ANOVA analyses of the effect of salinity on 3 TFs of metals in S.
alterniflora. The TFs compared the concentration of metals between aboveground (leaf and stem)
and belowground (root) tissues (TFabove), compare the leaf and stem tissues (TFleaf ) and compare
excreted salt and leaf tissue (TFsalt). See Figure 4.4 for the groups determined using the TukeyKramer test.
TFabove
Metal

F2, 6

TFleaf

TFsalt

p

F2, 9

p

F2, 9

p

Cd
Cr

11.23
4.49

0.0094
0.0643

0.34
1.17

0.7208
0.3634

0.58
2.11

0.5831
0.1921

Cu

0.25

0.7850

8.47

0.0135

2.80

0.1275

Ni

1.34

0.3301

1.51

0.2841

0.34

0.7231

Pb

0.19

0.8302

2.59

0.1436

17.07

0.0020

Zn

6.90

0.0279

2.18

0.1840

20.53

0.0012

7.89, p = 0.0038, Figure 4.3c). The TFsalt for Pb was also influenced by salinity and was significantly greater in the 0 psu and 15 psu treatments than in the 30 psu treatment (F2, 7 = 17.01, p =
0.0020, Figure 4.4c).
Zinc
The CFsalt and the CFleaf were both influenced by metal contamination and salinity. The
CFsalt for Zn decreased significantly as metal contamination increased (F2, 17 = 86.93, p < 0.0001,
Figure 4.1a), and all metal treatments differed significantly from each other. The CFsalt for Zn was
influenced by salinity and was significantly lower in the 15 psu treatment than in the 0 psu and
30 psu treatments (F2, 7 = 27.50, p = 0.0005, Figure 4.2a). The CFleaf increased significantly from
the control and low-metal treatments to the high-metal treatment (F2, 18 = 18.09, p < 0.0001, Figure
4.1B). The CFleaf was also influenced by salinity and the CFleaf was significantly greater in the 30
psu treatment than in the 0 psu treatment (F2, 7 = 5.12, p = 0.0426, Figure 4.2b). The CFroot was
significantly influenced by the interaction between metal contamination and sediment type (F5,
17

= 11.45, p <0.0001, Figure 4.1d). Within each sediment type, the CFroot decreased significantly
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from the control treatment to the low treatment; however, this result was only significant for plants
grown in natural sediment (F2, 17 = 6.30, p = 0.0090). The CFroot was also influenced by salinity
and was significantly greater in the 15 psu treatment than in the 0 psu and 30 psu treatments (F2, 6
= 7.85, p = 0.0212, Figure 4.2D).
The TFs for Zn were significantly influenced by metal contamination and by salinity, but
not sediment type. The TFabove for Zn decreased from the control to the low and high-metal treatments (F2, 17 = 18.75, p < 0.0001, Figure 4.3a). The TFabove was also influenced by salinity and the
TFabove for Zn increased significantly from the 15 psu treatment to the 30 psu treatment (F2, 6 = 6.90,
p = 0.0279, Figure 4.4a). TFleaf for Zn increased significantly as metal contamination increased
from the control and low metal treatments to the high metal treatment (F2, 18 = 13.14, p = 0.0003,
Figure 4.3b). The TFsalt for Zn decreased significantly as metal contamination increased (F2, 17 =
126.53, p < 0.0001, Figure 4.3c), and all metal treatments were significantly different from each
other. TFsalt for Zn was also significantly influenced by salinity, and the TFsalt decreased significantly from the 0 psu treatment to the 15 psu and 30 psu treatments (F2, 7 = 20.53, p = 0.0012,
Figure 4.4c).
Discussion
The concentration factors (CFs) varied significantly among sediment type and metal
contamination treatments (Table 4.1) in all tissues, and they varied significantly among salinity
treatments for all tissues except stem tissue (Table 4.2). All of the translocation factors (TFs) varied significantly among the sediment type and metal contamination treatments (Table 4.3) as well
as in response to the salinity treatments (Table 4.4).
CFsalt exceeded 1 only for Pb, indicating that the concentration of metals in excreted salts
was not enriched relative to the concentration in the sediment for the remaining metals (Cd, Cr,
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Cu, Ni, and Zn). Our results for Cd and Zn contrast with those of Kraus et al. (1986) which found
that the excreted salts of S. alterniflora concentrated metals (Hg, Cd, Zn) at 3 to 5 times the
values seen in seawater when compared using concentrations based on the total amount of salt
excreted (µg metal/g salt). It is important to note that metal concentrations in sediments are often
enriched relative to seawater and Kraus et al. (1986) only presented sediment contamination data
for Hg (18.17 ± 7.67 ppm, mean and S.D.). When Hg in salts is compared to Hg in sediments, the
CF observed by Kraus et al. (1986) would be closer to 0.01, which is similar to our results for
other metals. Burke et al. (2000) reported Pb excretion rates for S. alterniflora; however, the CFsalt
calculation based on the values provided is < 1 which contrasts with our results for CFsalt of 2 in
the control treatment. This discrepancy in CFsalt values may be explained by the level of sediment
contamination. Burke et al. (2000) used sediments contaminated with 165.5 ppm Pb (± 25.4 S.E.),
which matches the contamination in the low-metal treatment (102 – 180 ppm) in the present study
and exceeds the Pb contamination in my control treatment (11 – 14 ppm). The Pb CFsalt for the low
treatment was < 0.25 which agrees with the CFsalt of < 0.5 that can be derived from the lab-based
experiments of Burke et al. (2000).
CFsalt significantly decreased for Cd, Cr, Cu, Pb, and Zn in response to increased sediment
contamination while Ni had a trend of decreasing excretion (Figure 4.1a). The TFsalt significantly
decreased in response to increased sediment contamination for Cd, Ni, Pb, and Zn and exhibited
a TFsalt >1 for all metals (Figure 4.3c). The changing CFsalt and TFsalt values show that metals in
excreted salts do not passively reflect the metal concentration either in the environment or in the
leaf tissue. Our results support the hypothesis that salt excretion is not linked to transpiration and
is an active, independent process (Windham et al. 2001, Weis et al. 2002).
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The variability in excretion of metals allows us to conclude that excreted salts are a poor
biomonitor of environmental or plant metal contamination and are not a substantial route for
depuration of metals in S. alterniflora as contamination increases. Despite excreted salts not being
an effective biomonitor or method for depuration, Pb and Zn both have a mean CFsalt of at least 0.5
for the control metal treatments, meaning that the amount of these metals in the excreted salts per
gram of dry leaf tissue over a 2 month period is equal to 50% of the metal concentration in the
sediment. This indicates that a potentially substantial quantity of metals could be mobilized over
the growing season.
Chromium was the only metal in which the CFleaf was not significantly influenced by
metal contamination or sediment type (Figure 4.1b). The constant CFleaf for Cr means that Cr is
tightly regulated so that the proportion of Cr in the sediments that moves to the leaves remains
constant regardless of the level of contamination. In contrast, CFstem for Cr decreased as sediment
contamination increased, meaning that less Cr moved from the sediment to the stems as contamination increased (Figure 4.1c). The combination of different accumulation patterns for CFleaf and
CFstem drive the pattern seen for Cr in TFabove, where the amount of metal translocated to aboveground tissue decreased as contamination increased (Figure 4.3a). This indicates that even though
the CFroot for Cr did not change in response to increased sediment contamination, more of the
metal taken up was retained in the roots as contamination increased.
The CFleaf for Cd, Cu, Ni, and Zn indicate that the movement of metals from sediment to
leaf tissue changes from the control treatment to the high-metal treatment (Figure 4.1b). Spartina
alterniflora grown in control and low-metal treatments had a CFleaf ≤ 0.2 for Cd, Ni, and Zn and
plants grown in the high treatment had a CFleaf of approximately 0.3. This indicates that there
was a change in the degree of restriction of metal movement to the leaf tissue. The patterns in
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CFleaf were overwhelmed by the high CFroot values observed (Cd: < 1 – 4.5x; Zn: 0.5 - > 1x) when
the TFabove was calculated. The TFabove either did not change in response to increased metal contamination (Cd and Pb) or decreased at higher levels of sediment contamination (Cr, Cu, Ni, and
Zn; Figure 4.3a). The low TFabove agrees with Otte et al. (1991) and Reboredo et al. (1993) who
reported values < 1 for TFabove for S. anglica.
Lead exhibited a decrease in CFleaf as sediment contamination increased; however this
pattern was reversed when contamination increased further from the low to the high treatment.
Although CFleaf was statistically indistinguishable between the control and high treatments, the
average CFleaf decreased from 0.1 to < 0.05 indicating that the movement of Pb to leaf tissue
was restricted at higher levels of sediment contamination. Windham et al. (2001) reported an
increase in the Pb concentration of S. alterniflora leaves when grown in sediment with Pb added,
and although they did not report a CFleaf value, they indicated that the TFleaf for S. alterniflora
was 25.6. Their TFleaf for Pb was much greater than ours (1 – 4x); however the TFleaf reported by
Windham et al. (2001) was based on the total metal pool within each tissue type while the TFleaf
reported here was based on the concentration of metal within each tissue type. By calculating TFs
based on concentration, it was possible for to make comparisons with the results of other researchers who have not explicitly calculated TFs, but instead provided the concentration of metals in
various organs of S. alterniflora.
Overall, at higher levels of contamination, more metals were retained belowground. For all
metals except Cr and Pb, CFroot increased as sediment contamination increased (Figure 4.1d). This
indicated that the concentrations of these metals in root tissue represented an accumulation of
metals rather than a passive reflection of environmental contamination. The TFabove was < 1 for all
metals and either did not change (Cd and Pb) or decreased as sediment contamination increased.
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The observed values, which did not exceed 0.8, generally agreed with literature values (Alberts
et al. 1990, Windham et al. 2003). In particular, the TFabove for Cr, Pb, and Zn are consistent with
the values reported by Windham et al. (2003) despite being calculated using concentrations rather
than total metal pools. The lowest TFabove was seen for Pb (Figure 4.3a) which is consistent with
the observation that Pb is strongly sequestered in belowground tissues (Gambrell 1994). Nonessential metals (Cd, Pb) exhibit reduced translocation to aboveground tissues in Phragmites
australis (Van der Werf 1991) and a similar pattern is likely for S. alterniflora. The observed
CFroot for Pb may not accurately reflect the Pb available for translocation to aboveground tissues
because Pb is often excluded from uptake by roots in crop plants (Marseille et al. 2000) and more
likely to be adsorbed onto the root surface of the salt marsh grass, Haliomione portulacoides
(Sundby et al. 2005) than other metals. An overestimation of CFroot would result in a particularly
low TFabove.
Weis and Weis (2004) suggested that salinity might influence the uptake and excretion of
metals by salt marsh plants, and specifically that a higher salinity would result in an increase in
metal excretion. Our data do not support this hypothesis, the CFsalt for Pb decreased significantly
as salinity increased (Figure 4.2a) and other metals (Cr and Zn) exhibited a similar pattern. Additionally, the TFsalt for Pb and Zn decreased significantly as salinity increased, implying that less
metal was moved out of the leaf tissue as salinity increased. Although the excretion of salt and
associated metals is independent of transpiration in S. alterniflora (Windham et al. 2001, Weis et
al. 2002), it is possible that at elevated salinities, excretion of metal ions is down-regulated in favor
of increased excretion of Na ions. There was further evidence for changes in the physiological
functioning of S. alterniflora as salinity increased, particularly for Cu. The CFleaf for Cu increased
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as salinity increased, as did the TFleaf. There was no significant change in the CFstem or TFabove for
Cu, indicating that changes in Cu were based entirely in the leaves of S. alterniflora.
Conclusions
My results agree with previous researchers who have stated that in general, S. alterniflora
does not accumulate metals (Alberts et al. 1990, Weis and Weis 2004). Although no changes in
biomass or mortality of S. alterniflora was observed, overall, my results suggest that changes in
metal contamination, sediment type and salinity will change the relationship between S. alterniflora and metals in sediment. There is evidence for increased relative accumulation of some
metals, but most often the trend appears to be an inhibition of the movement of metals through
the plant (indicated by a depressed TFabove). These changes in the movement of metals may have
resulted from disruptions of physiological and metabolic pathways.
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CHAPTER 5 – SURVEY OF METALS IN EXCRETED
SALTS OF SPARTINA ALTERNIFLORA (LOISEL.)
GROWING ON THE LOUISIANA COAST

Introduction
A recent review of metals in salt marshes, which focused on the differences between
Spartina alterniflora and Phragmites australis, suggested that the excretion of metals by S. alterniflora may be an overlooked pathway for metal mobilization (Weis and Weis 2004). Although
rates of metal excretion by leaves have been reported for other salt marsh plants (Rozema et al.
1991 – Spartina anglica) there have been limited studies of S. alterniflora. Kraus et al. (1986) and
Kraus (1988) reported the excretion of multiple metals (Hg, Cd and Zn and Cr, Cu, Ni and Pb
respectively) from marshes in the heavily industrialized New Jersey Meadowlands. Calculations
by Kraus et al. (1988) suggested that the excretion of metals by S. alterniflora could mobilize
large amounts of metals over a year (e.g. 17 g Cd, 894 g Pb, 285 g Cr /ha/year). Burke et al. (2000)
combined a field and laboratory study of salt excretion by S. alterniflora to determine that the
excretion rates for metals are 2-3 times higher in the field than in a laboratory setting, and Weis
et al (2002) determined that metal excretion rates were 2-10 times greater in the field than in the
laboratory. Recent research on metals excreted with S. alterniflora salts has utilized field sites or
collected plants from the salt marshes of NJ and has predominantly focused on naturally occurring levels of metal contamination (Burke et al. 2000, Windham et al. 2001a, Weis et al. 2002). As
a result, the current understanding of metal excretion by S. alterniflora is limited in geographic
scope to the northeast US, particularly in urban, or near-urban salt marshes.
It is likely that salt excretion and the associated excretion of metals may vary across
geographic regions as a result of climatic patterns (seasonality, rainfall, etc.), local environmental
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conditions and the genotypic variation of S. alterniflora. In order to understand the role of metal
excretion by S. alterniflora in the mobilization of metals in salt marshes, metal excretion must
be determined in a variety of locations and conditions. In order for the results of this dissertation,
as well as any other studies on metals in excreted salts, to be broadly interpreted and applied, a
baseline for metals in excreted salts must be established. This chapter provides an overview of
metals in excreted salts from two distinct areas of coastal Louisiana. To my knowledge, this is the
first report of metals in excreted salts to occur outside of NJ and the first report based in marshes
along the Gulf of Mexico.
Materials and methods
Site Description
The Louisiana coast includes two physiographic regions, the Chenier Plain and the Deltaic
Plain. Sites were surveyed in both of these regions.
The Chenier Plain is located in the southwest of Louisiana and is bordered by Vermillion
Bay (91º 30’ W) in the east and the Texas border (94º 00’ W) in the west (Visser et al. 2000). The
coastal marshes of the Chenier Plain are characterized by tidal exchange which is limited to 3
river mouths (the Sabine, Calcasieu, and Mermentau Rivers). Sediments are older than those in the
Deltaic Plain and were deposited by the Mississippi River in two historic basins (Mermentau, Calcasieu/Sabine) (Day et al. 2000). Chenier Plain sediments also include mud and sand from more
recent Mississippi River basins that have been transported west by longshore currents and deposited as mud flats and sand ridges (Day et al. 2000). The rate of subsidence is lower in the Chenier
Plain than in the Deltaic Plain (Visser et al. 2000). In part due to this sedimentary history, the
Chenier Plain has experienced less land loss than the rest of the Louisiana coast and is projected
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to account for only 32% of the predicted land loss over approximately the next 50 years (Visser et
al. 2000).
The Deltaic Plain is located in southeast Louisiana and extends from the Mississippi border (89º 00’ W) in the east to Vermillion Bay (91º 30’ W) in the west (Visser et al. 2000). Coastal
marshes in the Deltaic Plain include the current Mississippi River delta as well as several recently
abandoned river basins. Coastal marshes in the Deltaic Plain are extensive, accounting for 17%
of the coastal marshes in the continental United States (Visser et al. 1998). In contrast to the
restricted tidal exchange in the Chenier Plain, marshes in the Deltaic Plain are more open estuaries which have formed within abandoned delta lobes of the Mississippi River (Visser et al. 2000).
The sediments of the Deltaic Plain have been directly deposited to their current location and there
has been minimal reworking or further transportation.
Sabine. Sites sampled at the Sabine National Wildlife Refuge (NWR) are referred to
as ‘Sabine’ samples. The Sabine NWR is managed by the US Fisheries and Wildlife Service and
is located in the Chenier Plain. The specific location of sample collection is referred to as the
Hog Island Gully complex, and this area includes marshes that have been deliberately created or
augmented through the addition of material dredged from the adjacent Calcasieu Ship Channel
as well as older marshes which are presumed to be remnants of naturally formed marshes. It was
expected that the variety of marsh origins and histories in the Sabine NWR will lead to variable
levels of metal contamination among the sites sampled.
Three of the sites sampled were marshes created with dredge material, and the fourth
was a marsh area that had formed naturally. Site selection corresponds to the sites described in
Edwards and Proffitt (2003) and the coordinates given correspond to the 20 m end of the transect
used for sampling. The marsh at the Sabine 1 site (29º 55’ 7.710” N, 93º 20’ 35.053” W) was
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created in 1983 by the placement of dredge material from the Calcalsieu shipping channel and
encompasses approximately 40 ha adjacent to the Shipping Channel (Edwards and Proffitt 2003).
The remaining 3 sites are located along the Hog Island Gully Canal which provides access to the
Calcalsieu shipping channel from a boat launch at Louisiana Highway 27. The two areas of marsh
where the Sabine 2 and Sabine 3 sites (Sabine 2: 29º 54’ 1.161” N, 93º 22’ 2.292” W; Sabine 3:
29º 54’ 13.620” N, 93º 22’ 9.584” W) were located have developed on the dredge material used
to create containment levees for marsh-creation projects in 1996 and 1999, respectively (Edwards
and Proffitt 2003). Both of these sites have direct access (via open water) to the Hog Island Gully
Canal although neither site directly faces the canal. The marsh where the Sabine 4 site (29º 54’
23.009” N, 93º 22’ 40.286” W) was located is believed to be a remnant of naturally occurring
marsh and is separated from the Hog Island Gully Canal by a low levee (< 1 m).
Fourchon. Sites sampled in the marshes along Bayou Lafourche near Port Fourchon, LA
are referred to as ‘Fourchon’ samples. The marshes are located in the Barataria-Terrebonne basin
in marshes located between Bayou Lafourche and Timbalier Bay. The region is the site of both
commercial fishing and industrial activities associated with the oil and gas industry, with approximately 80% of the Gulf of Mexico oil field serviced by boats leaving from Port Fourchon (Laska
et al. 2005). The marshes sampled are not a part of a formal management program as is the case
with the Sabine NWR. Rather, the region is included within the Barataria-Terrebonne National
Estuary Program, which coordinates the protection and restoration of the estuary system.
The Fourchon sites used in this study do not directly correspond to sites described in previously published studies and the coordinates given correspond to the 0 m end of the transect used
for sampling. The marsh at the Fourchon 1 site (29º 9’ 31.679” N, 90º 13’ 41.770” W) is located on
the north side of a bayou which branches off of Bayou Lafourche. Pilings along the mouth of the
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bayou and a barbed wire fence (and possibly a pipeline) along the south side of the bayou indicate
that at some point the immediate area may have been utilized for industrial or commercial activities. However, the poor condition of the pilings and fence provided little evidence of extensive
or current industrial activity. The marsh at the Fourchon 2 site (29º 9’ 2.520” N, 90º 13’ 40.051”
W) is also located in a bayou that branches off of Bayou Lafourche. This site has no evidence
of industrial or commercial activity and is the area from which sediment was collected for the
greenhouse experiment described in Chapter 2. The marsh at the Fourchon 3 site (29º 8’ 44.271”
N, 90º 12’ 59.768” W) is located along the Floatation Canal directly opposite the Port Fourchon
facilities and is adjacent to the levee used in a marsh creation project. The Floatation Canal
branches off of Bayou Lafourche and is heavily traveled by vessels serving the offshore oil fields,
and these vessels were observed to deliberately ground themselves on the marsh at this site during
every sampling period. Samples from this site were collected from the opposite side of the marsh
as the vessels. The marsh at the Fourchon 4 and Fourchon 5 sites (Fourchon 4: 29º 6’ 58.830” N,
90º 13’ 16.902” W) was located along a canal cut to provide access to fishing camps from Bayou
Lafourche for local landowners. The high elevation of the adjacent sediment surface (> 1m) and
the sandy texture of the sediment, which is distinct from nearby sediments, indicated that the
Fourchon 4 site was located on dredge spoil placed during the excavation of the canal. This site
was abandoned after repeated vandalism (removal of site markers) and the Fourchon 5 site was
established along the edge of a bayou which intersected the canal.
Sampling Methods
At each site, a 20-m transect was located parallel to the marsh edge. The distance between
the transect and the marsh edge varied based on the distribution of vegetation, but the ends of the
transect were set approximately 1 m from the marsh edge when possible.
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All transects were sampled seasonally between February 2004 and August 2005. Samples
were collected approximately every 6 months (February, August) depending on tides and weather.
Each sampling effort consisted of 2 visits to each transect. The first visit of each sampling effort
occurred during a high tide and at that time, 5 distances were randomly selected along the transect and marked using bamboo stakes as the replicate samples for the sampling trip. For each
sample, a stem of S. alterniflora was selected and tethered to the bamboo stake using cable ties.
Stems were haphazardly chosen to be (a) tall enough so that the lowest leaves were not likely to be
submerged by the predicted tide, (b) green with at least 3 fully emerged leaves (c) not exhibiting
obvious signs of senescence and (d) not exhibiting signs of flower formation. The selected stem
of S. alterniflora was then thoroughly sprayed with de-ionized (hereafter DI) water and all leaves
were wiped to remove any salts or sediment that was on the leaf surface. A rain gauge was set at
each site to determine whether any rain occurred at the site during the sampling period. During
the second visit of the sampling period (approximately 4 days later), three salt wipes were collected for a single plant and pooled (Windham et al. 2001b). Salt wipes consisted of Whatman
filter papers dampened with DI water that were used to wipe both sides of a single leaf twice. To
minimize the variation in salt excretion associated with leaf age the uppermost, bottommost and a
middle leaf were sampled on each plant. Immediately following salt collection, the leaves sampled
for salts were cut from the stem at the base of the leaf and placed in Ziploc bags. The leaves
sampled for salts were dried in the oven at 60°C and dry weights were recorded to provide a unit
of measurement for the metals in the collected salts.
Sediment cores were collected immediately below the selected stem of S. alterniflora,
using a 30 cm length of PVC pipe (8 cm inner diameter). After collection in the field, cores were
sealed at both ends with plastic caps and duct tape. Sediment cores were stored upright at 4 °C
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until analysis. Sediments were slowly extruded upward from the cores so that surface sediments
appeared first. A plastic spatula and scissors (when necessary) were used to slice the core into
2 cm sections that were sub-sampled using a 50 mL centrifuge tube (29 mm inner diameter)
for metal analysis of sediments. The core was sampled at the 0-2 cm and 9-11 cm depths. Wet
weights of sediment samples were recorded before samples were dried in the oven at 60°C and
dry weights were recorded. After drying, sediment samples were ground using a glass mortar and
pestle.
Metal Analysis
All samples were digested by refluxing in 70% HNO3 at 120°C for at least 48 h until NO2
was no longer evolved (determined by visual inspection; modified from Millward et al 2004). For
all sample types, appropriate blanks and reference materials were included. Blanks consisting of
3 filter papers dampened with DI water were included for the salt wipes. Sediment samples were
a composite of the 0-2 cm and 9-11 cm depths made up of approximately 0.5 g of each sample (1
g total) and prior to digestion any visible fine root material was removed from the sample. Reference material consisting of SRM 1646a (estuarine sediment) was dried along with the sediment
samples (Table 5.1). Salt wipes and sediment samples were initially digested in 5 mL of 70%
Table 5.1 Evaluation of analytical method used. Al and Fe are expressed as percent of the
total sediment weight (mg/g dry weight) and all other metals are expressed as ppm (µg/g dry
weight). The NIST values are certified means calculated from multiple analytical methods for
each sample type. The ICP-ES values were calculated from SRM samples included with the
experimental samples. The percent difference between the two values is shown. Values marked
with an asterisk are non-certified values provided by the NIST.
Cd

Cr

Cu

Ni

Pb

Zn

Al

Fe

SRM 1646a (estuarine sediment)
NIST
0.148
40.9

10.01

23*

11.7

48.9

2.297

2.008

ICP-ES

1.18

24.93

8.49

17.52

5.81

34.17

1.045

1.541

Percent difference

+700

-39

-15

-24

-50

-30

-119

-23
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HNO3 before being concentrated through evaporation to a volume of approximately 1.25 mL and
2.5 mL respectively. The salt wipe samples were diluted to 25 mL using Milli-Q water and the
sediment samples were diluted to 50 mL using Milli-Q water prior to analysis. Samples were
filtered through a 0.2 µm filter before being analyzed for Cd, Cr, Cu, Ni, Pb, and Zn using an ICPES (Perkin-Elmer DV 3300 ICP Spectrometer).
Statistics
The concentration of metals in the excreted salts was expressed as µg of metal / g dry
weight leaf tissue. The concentration of metals in the sediment was expressed as µg of metal / g
dry weight of sediment. The relationship of the focal metals to Al and Fe in the sediment was
tested using SAS proc CORR. The results were plotted without any transformation. The relationship between the concentration of metal in the sediment and the concentration of metal in the
excreted salt was tested with a linear regression using SAS proc REG with two predictors; the
concentration of the metal in the sediment and the metal/Al ratio. All variables were log10 transformed as necessary to meet assumptions of normality, and the untransformed variables were used
for plots.
Results
Copper and Zn in sediments were the only two metals not found to be significantly correlated to the Al concentration in sediment (Table 5.2, Figure 5.1), however, they were significantly
correlated with Fe concentration. All metals except for Cr and Pb were more strongly correlated
to the Fe concentration than to the Al concentration. There was little variation in the sediment
concentration of the focal metals among the sites sampled (Table 5.3).
The concentration of Pb in excreted salts was the only metal for which a significant linear
regression existed. Both the concentration of Pb in excreted salt (Figure 5.2) and the Pb/Al ratio in
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Table 5.2 The correlation between concentrations of the metals of interest and Al and Fe in the
sediment. Pearson coefficients (r) and associated p-values are provided. Proc CORR in SAS
was used. P-values of <0.0001 indicated with an asterisk.
Al
Metal
Cd
Cr
Cu
Ni
Pb
Zn

r
0.605
0.978
0.199
0.592
0.915
0.183

Fe
p-value
*
*
0.1743
*
*
0.2121

r
0.960
0.753
0.330
0.868
0.761
0.578

p-value
*
*
0.0217
*
*
*

sediment were log10 transformed and the linear regression of Pb in excreted salt against the Pb/Al
ratio in sediment was significant (F1, 27 = 4.42, p = 0.0449, Figure 5.3). The best fit equation (r2 =
0.14) for Pb in excreted salt was: log10 PbSalt = - 51.782 – 6.087(log10 Pb/Al). Linear regressions
were non-significant for all other metals whether they were tested against the concentration of the
metal in the sediment or against the metal/Al ratio (p > 0.05, data not shown).

Table 5.3 Concentration of metals in sediments (µg/g, SD) collected at Sabine and Fourchon,
LA, collected over two years (July-August 2004 and July-August 2005) in this study (n =6).
Values for F4 and F5 are from the year 2004 and the year 2005 respectively (n = 3).
Site

Cd

Cr

Cu

Ni

Pb

Zn

S1

1.7

(0.1)

36.3

(2.5)

12.9

(1.0)

18.7

(1.5)

12.1

(0.6)

64.7

(2.9)

S2

1.2

(0.1)

35.9

(2.5)

11.9

(0.5)

14.8

(1.2)

11.6

(0.8)

50.5

(3.9)

S3

1.7

(0.2)

39.8

(1.8)

12.4

(1.0)

18.5

(2.1)

12.1

(1.3)

62.7

(8.3)

S4

1.6

(0.1)

41.5

(1.3)

16.0

(1.2)

18.7

(0.8)

13.5

(0.8)

61.9

(1.6)

F1

1.5

(0.3)

35.1

(1.8)

19.1

(0.5)

17.0

(1.4)

10.3

(0.5)

74.6

(10.2)

F2

1.4

(0.3)

35.8

(0.8)

19.2

(1.9)

16.9

(1.9)

10.9

(1.2)

76.7

(14.1)

F3

1.5

(0.2)

32.6

(2.8)

18.6

(2.7)

17.2 (10.1)

10.1

(0.6)

72.9

(8.6)

F4

0.9

(0.2)

19.7

(2.8)

7.0

(2.0)

13.1

(2.0)

4.5

(0.9)

40.1

(6.4)

F5

1.0

(0.2)

1.5

(0.2)

35.0

(0.5)

17.7

(1.4)

17.7

(0.2)

10.7

(7.5)
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Figure 5.1 The relationship between sediment metal concentration and the metal:Al ratio.
Each point represents the mean (n = 3, ± SE) for each site sampled in 2004 (black) and 2005
(grey) at two locations (Sabine = circles, Fourchon = squares). See Table 5.2 for the correlation
coefficients for each metal.
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Figure 5.1

Figure continued
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Discussion
The only significant linear regression was between Pb in salt and the Pb/Al ratio, this
regression, while significant, was weak with an r2 of 0.14. The negative slope of this regression
agrees with the results of Chapter 2 and Chapter 4 where the concentration of Pb in excreted salts
decreased as the concentration of Pb in the sediment increased. The weaker correlation between
the concentrations of focal metals and Al in the sediment, relative to the Fe in the sediment, may
be related to the greater underestimation of Al relative to Fe in our analytical method (Table 5.1).
It is unclear at what point in the sample analysis this underestimation occurred.
The values for metals in excreted salts recorded in this survey are much lower than the
values for S. alterniflora reported by Burke et al. (2000) and Weis et al. (2002), who both reported
excretion rates in of 0.25 µg/g/day for Pb, > 20 µg/g/day for Cu and Cr and > 1500 µg/g/day for
Zn. None of the metals in the excreted salts of S. alterniflora in Louisiana exhibited excretion
rates > 2 µg/g/day. It is possible that differences in the sediment biogeochemistry, seasonal differences in the time of sampling or climatic variations between NJ and LA are responsible for the
variation in excretion rates.
The daily excretion rate of metals can be used to calculate the potential weight of metal
excreted on the leaf surface over an entire marsh (Table 5.4). The aboveground biomass values
are based on published peak biomass values for marshes in Louisiana which occurred during the
same season (July, August) near where the excreted salts were collected for metal analysis. There
is a wide range in the potential metal export via salts excreted on the leaf surface both among
metals, and within marshes.
At the Sabine NWR, the large variation among sites in potential metal excretion can be
attributed to several factors. The peak biomass is much higher in the Sabine 2 and Sabine 3 sites,
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Figure 5.2 The rate of metal excretion (µg / g dry wt / day) by S. alterniflora at 4 sites in the
Sabine and Fourchon marshes of Louisiana. Points represent the mean (n = 5, ± SE) excretion
rate at each site and are in sequential order (e.g. Sabine 1, Sabine 2, Sabine 3, Sabine 4).
Samples were collected in July and August of 2004 and 2005.
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Figure 5.2
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Figure 5.3 The relationship between Pb in excreted salts of S. alterniflora and the Pb:Al ratio of
the sediment. Points represent the mean (n = 3, ± SE) for each site sampled in 2004 and 2005 at
two locations, Sabine and Fourchon LA.
which results in a greater amount of leaf tissue that is potentially excreting metals. Additionally,
Edwards and Proffitt (2003) report that the % organic matter is less than 2.5% at these two sites
whereas the Sabine 1 and Sabine 4 sites had 19.0% and 21.9% organic matter, respectively. As a
result of the increased organic matter in the sediment, metals are less likely to be mobilized and
taken up by S. alterniflora. Although there is not a strong correlation between the concentration
of metals in tissues and metals in excreted salts (Chapter 4), metals cannot be excreted on the leaf
surface if they are not first taken up from the sediments by the plant.
The variation among the Fourchon sites in potential metal excretion is probably the result
of sediment factors. The peak biomass value used to calculate the potential metal excretion for
the Fourchon sites was not site-specific as were those used in the calculations for the Sabine sites
(Kirby and Gosselink, 1976). As a result of using a single aboveground biomass value to calculate
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Leaf
biomassc
g/m2
330
646
1082
206
426
426
426
426
426

Aboveground
biomass

g/m2
600a
1175a
1967a
375a
775b
775b
775b
775b
775b
4
16
36
8
0
0
0
0
0

Cd
12
47
84
24
105
4
46
57
44

Cr
23
113
140
37
275
4
252
39
294

Cu
19
88
145
35
103
22
75
105
120

Ni

µg metal/m2/day

12
77
50
18
5
1
2
13
0

Pb
133
679
709
179
402
175
387
945
550

Zn
0.04
0.16
0.36
0.08
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Cd
0.12
0.47
0.84
0.24
1.05
0.04
0.46
0.57
0.44

Cr

0.23
1.13
1.40
0.37
2.75
0.04
2.52
0.39
2.94

Cu

0.19
0.88
1.45
0.35
1.03
0.22
0.75
1.05
1.20

Ni

0.12
0.77
0.50
0.18
0.05
0.01
0.02
0.13
0.00

Pb

g metal/hectare/day

1.33
6.79
7.09
1.79
4.02
1.75
3.87
9.45
5.50

Zn

b

Edwards and Proffitt 2003.
Kirby and Gosselink 1976.
c
weighted average of proportional distribution of aboveground biomass to leaf tissue (aboveground biomass x 0.55) based on values reported in
Gross et al. 1991 and Burke et al. 2000.

a

S1
S2
S3
S4
F1
F2
F3
F4*
F5*

Site

Table 5.4 Estimated excretion on metals on the leaf surface of S. alterniflora calculated using literature values for aboveground
biomass and the proportion of aboveground biomass derived from leaf tissue in conjunction with the daily excretion rates for metals
measured over two years (July-August 2004 and July-August 2005) in this study. Excretion rates for F4 and F5 are from the year
2004 and the year 2005 respectively.

potential excretion at all five Fourchon sites, none of the variation in potential metal excretion
seen in Table 5.3 can be attributed to variations in the amount of leaf tissue at each site. The
variation in potential metal excretion can be attributed to factors associated with the availability
of metal to S. alterniflora or variations in the physiological functioning of plants at different sites.
The concentration of metals in the sediment was approximately equal among the Fourchon 1, 2,
and 3 sites (Table 5.3) so it is likely that differences in the potential metal excretion at these sites
were driven by variations in sediment characteristics, which affected the metal availability to the
plants. The excreted salts at the Fourchon 4 and 5 sites had lower concentrations of metals than
did the other Fourchon sites. However the potential metal excretion at Fourchon 4 and 5 equaled
or exceeded the potential metal excretion at the other Fourchon sites. The Fourchon 4 and 5 sites
were qualitatively sandier than the other Fourchon sites and this may have contributed to an
increase in the metals available to S. alterniflora (S. Mahon, personal observation).
It is possible that factors not included in this study (e.g. relative humidity, sediment pH,
sediment moisture) influenced the excretion of Pb and the other metals by S. alterniflora. However, the weak correlation between metals in sediment and metals excreted by S. alterniflora is
in agreement with the results discussed previously in Chapters 2. The results of the experiment
described in Chapter 2 showed that Pb and Zn were the only metals excreted in salts that were
influenced by the concentration of metals in sediments. Further work on the controlling mechanisms for metal excretion by S. alterniflora is warranted.
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CHAPTER 6 — SUMMARY

The primary goal of this research was to determine the effects of metal contamination,
sediment type and salinity of metals in S. alterniflora under controlled, greenhouse, conditions
and to evaluate the excretion of metals by S. alterniflora in the field.
Chapter 1 provided a broad introduction to the relationship between salt marshes, the use
of dredge material in coastal restoration programs, salinity, and contaminant metals. Because
these factors are tightly associated, I felt it was appropriate to determine the influence of metal
contamination, sediment type, and salinity on the uptake, distribution, and excretion of pollutant metals by the dominant grass of North American salt marshes, S. alterniflora. To do this, I
selected 6 contaminant metals, two common sediment types, and 3 salinities to test.
The results of Chapter 2 indicate that metals in tissues and excreted salts of S. alterniflora
respond primarily to metal concentration when cultivated at a constant salinity. The proportional
distribution of metals among tissues varied greatly among metals, but was influenced only by
the level of metal contamination. Metal concentrations in different tissues generally increased in
response to increased levels of metal contamination, but sediment type also played a role in determining the concentrations found in tissues. In contrast to responses observed for S. alterniflora
tissues, the concentration of metals in excreted salts did not increase in response to elevated sediment metal concentrations; however the concentrations of Pb and Zn in excreted salts decreased
significantly as sediment metal concentrations increased. My observations illustrate the complexity of metal uptake by S. alterniflora.
The results of Chapter 3 indicate that salinity only influences Pb and Zn in the tissues and
excreted salts of S. alterniflora. The concentration of Pb in excreted salts decreased as salinity
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increased. The concentration of Pb leaf tissue and Zn in excreted salts decreased significantly in
the 15 psu treatment. In contrast, the concentration of Pb and Zn in root tissue increased significantly in the 15 psu treatment. The optimal salinity for S. alterniflora growth is approximately 15
psu, and it is possible that the observed patterns are related to this. There were no other significant results for the salinity treatment. Several patterns in the data suggest that salinity might be
influencing other metals, particularly the total metal taken up by the plant, but low replication prevented any significant effects from being identified. Repetition of this experiment with a greater
level of replication will help to clarify these patterns.
The results of Chapter 4 indicate that CFs and TFs for most metals in S. alterniflora are
rarely influenced by salinity, but that sediment contamination, and to a lesser degree, sediment
type, are important influences. CFleaf and CFstem for Cu and Ni where the only CFs or TFs influenced by sediment type, independent of metal contamination. The CFs for Cu were greater for
plants grown in dredge sediment and the CFs for Ni were greater for plants grown in natural sediment. Our results for TFabove are consistent with literature values and were significantly influenced
by both metal contamination (Cr, Cu, Ni, and Zn) and salinity (Cd and Zn). Decreases observed
in the TFabove as sediment contamination increased support the hypothesis that S. alterniflora
sequesters metals belowground and that this effect will become more pronounced as sediment
contamination increases.
Chapter 5 provides a survey of the metal concentrations measured in excreted salts by
S. alterniflora under field conditions. The weak correlation between sediment contamination and
metals in excreted salts agreed with the results of the greenhouse study (Chapter 2), however, the
concentration of all metals in excreted salts was lower than was expected based on previously
published studies. It is unclear what the cause of this discrepancy is, although sediment
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contamination, geographic variation in both climate and S. alterniflora genotype likely plays a
role.
In summary, the uptake, distribution, and excretion of metals by S. alterniflora is driven
primarily by the concentration of contaminant metals in the sediment. Sediment type and interactions between sediment type and metal contamination are occasionally significant, but generally
less so (based on p values) than metal contamination alone. Salinity appears not to play a significant role for the uptake, distribution, and excretion of metals, when S. alterniflora is grown
on dredge sediment with low metal contamination, except for Pb and Zn, but this may be due to
shortcomings in the experimental design. Although there were no direct toxic effects (reduced
biomass, mortality) observed in S. alterniflora, changes in the CF and TF imply that increased
metal contamination is adversely affecting the physiology of S. alterniflora. Further research on
this topic is warranted.
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